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Bowling Green, Ohio

Volume 80, Issue 33

Fraternities want funds redirected
by Sharon A. Turco
The BC News

Several fraternity presidents
are calling for their alumni to redirect their donations to national
headquarters.
These actions are in response
to Greek Life's failure to meet
Interfraternity Council's desire
to control disciplinary actions.
Seventy-five to 80 percent of
donations to universities come
from Greek alumni, said Dave
Westol, executive director of
Theta Chi fraternity.
"In addition, Greek letter
alumni are generally more loyal
than non-Greeks when donating
money to their university," Wes-

tol said.
Joe Woods, president of Phi
Kappa Psi, said he believes University fraternity power is
slowly being taken away.
"It's absurd what the University tries and gets away with,"
Woods said. "They can't pull the
wool over our eyes anymore."
He said he believes if fraternities can stop the donations from
University alumni, then there
will be cliange.
"We need to shake them up,
and this is the best way to go
about it," Woods said.
Wayne Colvin, director of
Greek Life, said such action will
not hurt the University.
"If a responsible alumni reads

their quotes in The News, they
will realize how wrong IFC is,"
Colvin said
Greek Life is a University organization wliich presides over
the social fraternities and sororities and three honorary organizations.
Bret Haggy, president of IFC,
said it is good that fraternities
are taking the initiative and
standing up for what they believe
in.
"I support them 100 percent in
anything they do. If they feel this
is the step they have to take, I
back them in their mission," Haggy said.
Colvin said he does not agree
with Ilaggy's attitude.
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.' is being n i
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!]wants to be a :..
the principles that fraternil
i nt organization th
were founded on," Colvin said. hellcnic Council, and Greek Life
"This statement by the IFC doesn't liki ii
president that he supports people
Panhcllenic Council is the
that violate fraternity nai
body over all social
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Ryan said he believes Colvin
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See ALUMNI, page three.
"Not only have we lost the power

Founders celebrates advancement

gmf Fraternities are asking
™ lor support from their
alumni in the form of
diverted coniributions
from the University to
_/ national chapters.
© IFC believes Greek Life
has taken awav fraternities power of selfgovernance and selfi sufficiency.
ftj Wayne Colvin said
alumni should realize
1IC is wrong.

LSU win
celebrate
Hispanic
heritage

by Amy Johnson
The BG News

Founders Quadrangle had a rededication ceremony Thursday
afternoon to honor its change of
living and learning through technology advancement and to reflect upon the past of the living
facility.
Paul Olscamp, University
president, presided over the
ceremony.
Two former Founders residents, Judge C. Ellen Connally,
president of the University's
Board of Trustees, and Jean
Schober Morrell, dean of students at the University of Northern Colorado, shared their memories of living in the faciity during the ceremony.
"This re-dedication marks the
renovations of a building first
built in 1957," Connally said.
Connally reflected on the times
as a resident of a hall with strict
rules, including not being able to
wear jeans in the cafeteria and
having to be in the hall before 10
p.m. on weeknights and 1 a.m. on
weekends.
Founders now reflects on the
style of the residents and the
times we live in, Connally said.
Founders is not only a residence hall, it is a form of community, Morrell said.
"Founders has been known to

Fraternities
strike back

by Angelica D. Huesca
I he BG News

In celebration of National
Hispanic Heritage Month,
the Latino Student Union
will sponsor a series of
multicultural events.
Marcos Rivera, coadviser of LSU, said he is
very excited to have the
University celebrate the
month.
"Hispanic Heritage
Month is ideally designed
and coordinated by LSU to
expose the community to
the issues pertaining to the
See HISPANIC, page thr«.
University President Paul J. Olscamp presides over a ceremony to I said he hopes to sec renovations of a s imiliar magnitude lake place
rc-dedicate Founders Quadrangle Thursday afternoon. Olscamp | at other University residence halls.
have a sense of community,"
Morrell said.
Morrell challenged Founders'
staff to open the facility to become a place where faculty and
students share academic goals
and work together to teach and

learn on campus.
"Service to others is encouraged, and I believe to develop a
sense of community we need to
care about one another," Morrell
said.
Current resident adviser Amy

Slevert expressed her thoughts
concerning student life in Founders. She said Founders has
many new benefits for students.
"Founders caters to the students," Sievert said. "The residence hall has many study

Student perceptions of Olscamp vary

lounges and is equipped with the designers and architects of
computer hook-ups."
Founders, Munger Munger and
A popular dining hall and a Associates of Toledo.
night-lime snack bar brings
The ceremony was followed by
many students from all over refreshments and a slide presencampus.
tation of the history of the buildFounders is also equipped with ing.
security systems and special acAn open house will take place
cessibilities for individuals with Saturday 10 a.m. to noon and 4 to
disabilities. Sievert said.
6 p.m. Tours of the rooms in
-•ident Olscamp recognized Founders will be given.

Personal acquaintances have positive rapport with president By the numbers
by Lawrence Hannan
The BG News

Editor's note: This is the third
n a continuing series on the
:hanges that have taken place at
'he University during the 13-year
presidency of Paul J. Olscamp.
At a college the size of Bowling
Green, it is impossible for University faculty to get to know
many students on a one-to-one
basis. As a result, most students
only know University President
Paul J. Olscamp and other administration officials by sight and
reputation.
Generally, the student perception of Olscamp has tended to go
from indifferent to negative. An
example of this is last year's
News poll revealing that most
students disapproved of the
Board of Trustees' decision to
name the newest classroom
building after Olscamp.
Yet students who have dealt di-

rectly with Olscamp tend to have
a generally favorable view of
him.
Jennifer Mathe, Undergradu-

Paul J. Olscamp
1982

1995

"Environment for Excellence "
ate Student Government president, said USG's dealings with
Olscamp over the years have
been very genial.
"Jason [Jackson, former USG
president] and I have both enjoyed very good relations with
President Olscamp and the rest

INSIDE

of the administration," Mathe
said. "If USG presents a well
thought out proposal, he'll listen
to what we have to say."
David Vaillancourt, Graduate
Student Senate president, also
said his organization's dealings
with Olscamp have been positive.
"President Olscamp has been
very supportive and inclusive of
GSS over the years," Vaillancourt said. "The graduate program here has expanded dramatically during [Olscamp's]
tenure, and I think that's a positive reflection on him."
Olscamp agreed that his relations with student organizations have been good over the
years.
"I think we've always had a
very cordial relationship with the
various groups on campus, despite some occasional differences," Olscamp said.
Olscamp acknowledged that
most students do not really focus

CITY
The University Board of
Trustees may vote to name
the Student Services Building after a former University professor at its meeting today.
» Page 4.

on what the administration does A look at statistic- thai shape the l"". versit •
on a day-to-day basis.
"We tend to get attention for
events such as the day I switched
places with a student," Olscamp
said.
v
Mathe said she suspects some
of the students' negative impressions of Olscamp liave to do with
the unpopular stands he sometimes takes.
2 Days to
/•>■

^;-s

"Students tend to remember
the president best from events
like the time he refused to close
school last semester (during the
cold weather,]" Mathe said.
"They don't recognize the work
he docs day to day that makes
this campus effective."
Vaillancourt said the negative
image may be partially attributed to Olscamp's personality.
"Olscamp isn't a come-andhug-me type person," Vaillancourt said.

EDITORIAL

;

■

11/2Hrs.
to Mow
the Field

SPORTS
The Bowling Green volleyball team will look to
bounce the Broncos of
Western Michigan from the
top spot in the MAC rankings this weekend.
» Page 10.

University ROTC students were honored earlier
in the week for their efforts
and achievements in the
program.
•■ Page 5.

•#

PERRY
FIELD FACTS

£

Paint theField

4Hrs.
to Clean
after the
3 Hrs
IGame
to Play
Game

1

WEATHER
Mostly sunny today with
a high in the mid 70s and
south winds 10 to 20 mph.
Increasing cloudiness tonight with a low in the mid
50s.
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E.A.R. to the
ground...
If there was going to be a fire anywhere on this
campus, it might as well be over one of the Student Rec Center's pools.
***
This weekend is Homecoming Weekend, but what
does that really mean?
The football team has been here all week. So they're not coming home from anywhere.
Alumni are coming back to visit the campus, not
staying at home.
Students who consider the University their home
are already here. Those who don't will go home.
Homecoming is kind of a counter-productive word.
Maybe the next few days should be called Staying
Here Weekend or Don't Leave Weekend or Second
Home Football Game Weekend.
Just imagine, we could then pick the "Didn't Leave
the City This Weekend King and Queen."
- Whatever you choose to call it, make sure you find
a way out to Doyt L. Perry Stadium this weekend.

*•*
Kudos to all those unsung participants and organizers of this weekend's festivities. Without you, well,
we'd need people to do the jobs you don't get credit
for.
Speaking of football, the bad boys of Bowling
Green are unbeaten at home under the big man coach
Gary Blackney.
The Falcons have already proven their talents on
the road by dumping the likes of Akron, Eastern
Michigan and Cincinnati by a combined score of
113-34. It's hard to believe that the team could possibly play any better at home, but during Blackney's
reign the Falcons have done just that.
Amazingly, in his fourth season at the BG helm,
Blackney has yet to lose a game in Doyt L. Perry Stadium. He has guided his teams to a near flawless
15-0-1 record during this time span.
Hopefully, with a capacity crowd of screaming and
yelling fans all around showing some Falcon spirit,
they can make it 16 in a row at home.
Tear up some turf, boys!
***
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God speaks through shampoo
I was in the shower the other
day when I was struck with divine inspiration. God appeared in
my tingling shampoo and gave
me direction.
Now admittedly, it's not very
often that I get the chance to talk
to God. And when I do, it's
usually hunched over a toilet
bowl.
Like everyone, I've promised
to say rosaries and visit sick nuns
if God would stop me from regurgitating that last shot of
Firewater.
And there was the time I was
weeing in a cup, praying the test
would come out negative. When it
did, I remember promising that
I'd be much more selective after
taking that last shot of Firewater.
And so on.
But this was the first time the
Big Guy ever really talked back
to me, so I wanted to listen carefully.
Clearing the shampoo from my
ear, I swore I heard The Almighty say, "Swayze, we need
more Swayze."
"That 'Dirty Dancing' guy?" I
asked the Savior, thinking God
would be more of a Travolta fan.
I guess when you're God you
don't have to justify yourself. So
quicker than he could die and
rise from the dead, I leapt from
the shower.
Unfortunately, I had to justify
myself to my roommate's mom
when my fully-lathered body emerged from the bathroom
crooning, "Now I'm back, to let
you know, I can really shake'em
down."
Oh, God was pissed.
"No!" the Lord said, rumbling
the shower. "Hazing, you idiot,
we need more hazing."
Once again, I almost questioned God's judgment, but I
didn't want God to make my life
worse than Erik Estrada's career, so I complied.
I began hazing almost everyone I could get my hands on.

the other accounting firms in the
city. And nobody matches our
Christmas parties."
Being a freshman on the job
market, I was obviously impressed. So I decide to join. Little do I
know, I'm in Hazeville.
I showed up for the first day of
work in my brand new slacks.
Tommy greeted me at the door
in a black ritual gown and hood.
"Behold the mighty calculator," Tommy said, holding his ritual item to the sky.
Just as I looked skyward. ToIt started with my job at the li- mmy blindfolded me and led me
brary. After an incident involv- to the back room like the German
ing the Italian father of the girl I Shepherd led Helen Keller.
Once I was in the back room, I
was dating once upon a time, the
judge thought it would be a good
idea for me to give a little something back to the children of our
community. It was decided that I
would read books to pre-school
children. The kids and I called
ourselves "The Reading Rebels."
It was really pretty cool.
Then one of the kids peed on
my foot. I soon became disenchanted.
Now when a new kid comes on
the scene, the kids and I don
Barney outfits and berate "The
Reading Rebel Pledge" into eating goldfish. We then surround
the uninitiated child and "baah"
like crazy.
Hey, this hazing stuff is kind of stripped down to my leopard
fun. What's Greek Life got its print jockeys and sat in the
panties all in a bunch about?
middle of the room. Then the
Good enough for God, good questions began.
enough for Joe.
"Did you have a wet dream last
Then, quicker than Greek Life night? Is that why you were late
can suspend me, I had a vision of for work, Peiffer? Is it?!? Is
myself becoming a hazing vic- it?! ?" the hooded men screamed.
tim.
"No, last night was a dry
I was going to my first job
dream," I said, thinking honesty
interview in a town called Hazeis always the best policy when
ville.
dealing with hooded men. "Too
"Sit down, sit down, my friend.
bad, too, because I mean, I exBefore we begin, let me tell you a pected more after I stayed up
little bit about our company,"
and watched the movie
Tommy the interviewer said.
'Cheeks,'" I said, honestly regret"You see, the accountants at
ting that my system let me down.
Henderson and Smith Inc. get all
Then they started to throw
the girls. We are the envy of all water on me and call me names.

Joe

Peiffer

Then we went out and drank
until we puked. They bought. It
wasn't so bad.
God's voice boomed, "Peiffer,
you dumb ass, I said, 'SCORE
CRAZY!' The Falcon's are going
to 'SCORE LIKE CRAZY!'
Homecoming, does that ring a
bell?"
I had to wonder if Manford
Mann's Earth Band had the same
trouble with God when they
wrote the lyric, "wrapped up like
a douche another runner in the
night."
No matter.
Anyway, you heard it here

"No, last night was a dry dream," I said,
thinking honesty is always the best policy
when dealing with hooded men. "Too bad too,
because I mean, I expected more after I
stayed up and watched the movie 'Cheeks,'"
I said, honestly regreting that my system let
me down.

first. Check out all the Homecoming events that are still
taking place, get some Falcon
spirit and get on out to Doyt E.
Perry Stadium this Saturday and
cheer "God's" team on to victory.
God and I both want to wish good
luck to the Falcons this weekend.

Joe Peiffer is the City Editor
and weekly columnist for The
News. He believes that Bart
Eyler will be the next Homecoming King. Any questions, comments or concerns can be mailed
to The News or addressed to Joe
atjpeiffe@andy.bgsu.edu

MAN ON THE STREET
How effective is USG in representing students?

372-2603
372-6967
372-6966
372-2952
372-2604
372-6968
372-2602
372-2604

204 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403-0726
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"I have no idea —I don't keep
track and I don't know what
they do."

"I have no idea how they help
students. I don't even know
who my representive is."

Katie Rea
Sophomore
Undecih'ed

Tim Vickers
Freshman
Journalism

"They are just a cosmetic
feature. Its intentions are
good, but they have no
power."
Kat Flanagan
Junior
English

"It's my first year here so I'm
unfamiliar with anything USG
does."

Bruce Pauquette
Freshman.
Special Education
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"I love what I do and I love to share it
with the world."
-Pam Tillis, Country Music Award female vocalist
of the year

o

ACROSS
THE NATION

Top Singles
Top Albums

Weekly charts for the
nation's best-selling
singles as they appear
in next week's issue of
Billboard magazine.
Reprinted with
permission. Platinum
signifies more than 1
million copies sold.
1. I'll Make Love To
Yon, Boys n Men
(Motown)
2. All I Wanna Do,
Sheryl Crow (A&M)
3. Endless Love, Luther
Van dross & Maria h
Carey (Columbia)
4. When Can I See You,
Baby face (Epic) Gold
5. Never lie, Immature
(MCA) Gold
6. At Your Best (You
Are Love), Aaliyah
(Background)
7. Stroke You Up,
Changing Faces (Spoiled
Rotten-Big Beat) Gold
& Wild Night, John
Mellencamp & Me'Shell
Ndegeocello (Mercury)
9. Secret, Madonna
(Maverick)
10. Another Night, Real
McCoy (Arista)

Weekly charts for
the nation's bestselling albums as they
appear in next week's
issue of Billboard
magazine. Reprinted
with permission.
1. Monster, RJE.M.
(Warner Bros.)

profits, companies like AT&T,
American Express, Ikea and Saab
are tailoring their advertising to
gay men and lesbians.
"Our research tells us that
these are affluent, well-educated,
brand-loyal consumers who want
high-quality products," said Dick
Martin, vice president of ad venisingatAT&T.
Last spring, AT&T mailed brochures depicting three smiling
couples in affectionate poses -c two men, two women, and a man
and a woman. The slogan was
"Let Your True Voice Be Heard."

Advertisers cater to gay
community

S#*J$

2. II, Boys II Men

(Motown)
3. From the Cradle,
Eric Clapton (Duck)
4. Rhythm of Love,
Anita Baker (Elektra)
5. Songs, Luther
Vandross(LV).
6. The Lion King
Soundtrack, (Disney)
Platinum
7. Smash, Offspring
(Epitaph) Platinum
8. Divine Intervention,
Slayer (American)
9. Dookle. Green Day
(Reprise) Platinum "

10. The Concert.
Barbara Streisand
(Columbia)

NEW YORK - Corporate America is reaching into the closet.
Recognizing the potential for

Other companies such as Saab,
the first national auto marketer

to reach out to homosexuals, have
started running their usual ads in
gay publications.
All this attention is welcomed
by many gays, who have been ignored by advertisers.
"These companies are "coming
out' because they see payoffs going to their competitors," lesbian
activist Susan Horowitz said.
"Very often wc march down Fifth
Avenue in a protest, but now Madison Avenue is marching down
to Greenwich Village to find us."
Horowitz helped organize OutLoud, a gay cultural and business
expo that starts Friday in New
York. The two-day event, described as the first large-scale

business expo to target the gay
market, will include 250 gay
goods and services. Sponsors sa /
it reflects homosexual purchas
ing power and will show people
which companies are gayfriendly.
One sponsor is Progressive Asset Management of Oakland, Calif., advisers who help gay investors steer their money to
companies with a good track re
cord on homosexual issues.
Howard Tharsing, a Progressive portfolio manager, said
he evaluates stocks through a
"lavender screen."
Compiled from sUiffond wire
reports.

fraternities and the alumni's discontent with the system," Haggy
said.
Francis Kopittke, vice president for operations at Lawerence
Industries in Cleveland and an
alumni member of Delta Tau
Delta, said even when he was an
undergraduate at the University,
Greek Life was not in support of
the students. "Greek Life should
be on the fraternities' side," Kopittke said. "After hearing what
was going on, I will donate all fu-

ture money to my national
fraternity headquarters -- my fu
ture donations will not go direct
ly to the University."
Ken Frisch, director of deve'
opment at the Mileti Alum: i
Center, said any time funds are
diverted there is the potential to
hurt the University's stud, i
and academic programs.

ALUMNI
Continued from page one.

fraternities gives his statements
absolutely no credibility," he
said."They don't like us because
we question their authority and
their power. We will continue to
do so."
Ryan said when the fraternities asked Greek Life for help,
Greek life responded by slandering Haggy.
Phi Sigma Kappa President
Brad Shinn said he does not support the policy statements of
Greek Life.
"There is definitely a need for
a change within our administra-

tion. If the University is not going to change for the better, we
will take the initiative to make
them," Shinn said.
Rod Gillespie, president of Pi
Kappa Alpha, said IFC's jurisdiction is to act as a liaison between
Greek Life and the fraternities.
"And because of their position,
I think IFC should have the
chance to hear matters first,"
Gillespie said.
University fraternities are
hoping alumni will be able to assist them during Homecoming
Weekend.
"At the very least, it will grab
some attention and show both the

EXTRA!
EXTRA!

24 years ago

HISPANIC
Continued from page one.

Hispanic education, politics and
social issues," Rivera said.
Dora Vega, president of LSU,
said it is important to note that
while October is declared a
nationally celebrated month for
Hispanics, the Hispanic heritage
and culture should be recognized

brating this year and hopefully
beyond the end of the month.
"We, the LSU, would like to ad- seeing my goals being met as I
dress the fact that the Hispanic planned," she said.
Heritage Month shouldn't just be
The events begin Thursday
celebrated for only one month, it
should be celebrated throughout with the Graduate Speaker Scries featuring Guillermo Givens,
the year," she said.
Vega is very excited about the president of the Hispanic Graduate Student Association. He will
events.
"I am looking forward to cele- perform a Venezuelan dance and

suueeresT Dnv snici

Buying & Selling

Oct. 10-14 Union Foyer
10:00 am -4:00 pm
6UV:

host a video presentation at 7
p.m. in the Amani Room.
The third annual Hispanic
Fashion Show is Oct. 21 in the
Lcnhart Grand Ballroom at 7
p.m. A special guest from Mexico
will be featured to speak on the
history of fasluon in Mexico and
the culture associated with the
fashion.

Quality Steins & Collectibles

remember your friends Si lovers!

J&
>2m*f

THEY
SAID IT

Beer Related Advertising
Posters $1.00 everyday

4 OZ. H6R5H6V5 KIS56S &
CHOCOlflTC ROS6S!

166 S. Main St. Bowling Green
419-353-MUGS (6847)

«y^lS<»^ Coll 2-7164 or 2-2343 for more info

Ryan said fraternities w 11
direct these aiumni funds :
from the University.

In The News
University Economics Profes
Bruce Edwards turned politic
becoming a candidate for the Fir-'
District State Senate Seal.
Edwards said he ran because
"didn't wanl the seal (o go to tin. I
incumbent Sen. Cooke by default,

BOUX-N-GREENEm
FRIDAY SPECIAL
$4.24 SEAFOOD SPLASH!
\ variety of seafood and our
"o»n" <-l:im chowder.

■noli clams, scallops, shrimp, and Pollock.
Also complete salad bar. baked poialo
^.;-,„
and unlimited bc\cragc.

HOURS: Monday-Thursday 3:30 to 8:00 pm.
Friday & Saturday by Chance (Call First)

Buy One
Poster
Get One
FREE!
Exp. 10*30/94

w/coupon

BUDWEISER
i

"^^P

us

34" 83.95

| Any mirror or tin
advertising
signs

Exp. 10/30/94

a

w/coupon

Exp 10/30/94

w/coupon

w
Large One Item
Ex. Mm 11 aash

|

MditW

Ei.torml.75Mi*

I

I Pma^F'10/31/94
'
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Small One Kern
Elton ISO Men

B—Hfc

Wdtenal
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*

1031/B4

8 05
8
pBty**
I
PBSP
"
I
P&SP
"*
352-5166
352-5166
352-5166
FREE DELIVERY II' FREE DELIVERY I FREE DELIVERY A
VOTED BEST IN WOOD COUNTY ■■■■■*

ULTIMATE ENTERTAINMENT

Two
HOURS
OF PURE
ENERGY!

-ff«M*vul/JL

Packages plus...
Cards and Gifts and more
invites you to our
First Annual

Cherished Teddies
Event - Fri., Oct. 7 & Sat, Oct. 8
9\.LL CM'L'KIS'X'LT)
'WD'DI'ES ■ 20% 0J7
All other Bears and and anything
with a Bear on it -10% OFF!

THE
HOTTEST
SEXEXT
WILDEST
SHOW

M
AMERCA

S>

mown mmwm mMMK maotui

Be one of the FIRST
To join the new
Cherished Teddies Club
Packages Plus....
111 Railroad St.
352-1693

mam
remit ***** mnr~
Mil* I mmmm
ni'I.rr irm»
..-" ~. . —

Wednesday October 12th
$5.00 in advance 8:00 p.m.
$7.00 at the door

COME FOR A NIGHT YOU'LL NEVER FORGET

••Cherished
E ^Teddies

OCT. 10th-1979 menu,
prices and sub size
-all day!
9 inch

1979

Starter
Sprinter
Pacer
Shot Put
Marathon

S1.85
S1.85
$1.85
S2.50
S2.50

{prices good Oct. 10 only)

Roll-back-prices" to
1979 menu to show
appreciation to our
customers!
Eat in or Carry out
(No delivery or other coupons on ihis special oW«r)
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Board of Trustees to vote Campus may get Head Start
on naming BGSU facilities Trustees to vote on lease proposal for program
by Lawrence Hannan
The BG News

The board will also decide
whether to lease two tracts of

The University Board of
Trustees will discuss the proposal to name University facilities
after former professors.
Lester Barber, executive assistant to the president, said the
BOT will vote on naming the Student Services Building after
former University Professor
Emeritus Gerald L. Saddlemire
and the instrument room in Kobacker Hall after Mark S. Kelly,
former director of bands and
professor of music education.
"Both of these men had very
distinguished careers at the University," Barber said. "This is
the University's way of recognizing their accomplishments over
the years."
Kelly retired from the University last spring. Saddlemire
passed away in 1991.

"Both of these men
had very
distinguished careers
at the University.
This is the
University's way of
recognizing their
accomplishments
over the years."
Lester Barber
executive assistant to the
president

University land to outside organizations for development purposes.

The first leasing proposal is for
the building of a Head Start
preschool facility on campus.
The second leasing proposal
gives land to Amerihost Development Inc. for the possible
building of a new hotel on campus.
Robert Waddle, University director of capital planning, said
both projects, if approved, offer
possibilities for student involvement.
"The Head Start program
offers tremendous opportunities
for students both in day care and
educationally," Waddle said.
"The new hotel also offers both
employment and educational opportunites for students in hotel
management."
The board will also hear a report from Steven Cornelius, assistant professor of music composition and history, about the
trip he took to Africa.

by Lawrence Hannan
The BC News

-

University students and faculty members
with children may soon find they won't have to
travel far to place their children In preschool
because of the arrival of a Head Start program
on campus.
The University Board of Trustees will decide
this Friday at its monthly meeting whether or
not to lease a parcel of land to Head Start
through the Wood, Sandusky, Ottawa and Seneca
Community Action Commission so it can build a
day care facility, said Lester Barber, executive
assistant to the president.
The proposed site is located on the corner of
Frazee Street and North College Drive next to
the rugby field and the Continuing Education
Building.
Robert Waddle, University director of capital
planning, said the Head Start project is a good
one for the University.
"Head Start offers this University a tremendous opportunity," Waddle said. "It can help

students in the day care area and provide educational opport unites for other students."
Waddle also said the planned day care center
will be built with outside money. The University
will not pay for any part of the project.
"Our office will coordinate dealings between
the University and WSOS," Waddle said. "We
will review the designs for the building and advise any way we can, but we are not involved in
the actual construction."
Karen Freeman will serve as director of the
facility, which is to be called "The Family Development Center" once it is built. She said the
planned facility is equipped to deal with about
100 children and will employ about 20 people.
"The main goal of the center will be to provide
a preschool environment and experience to lowincome children," Freeman said. "Low-income
families will be able to send their children to
school for free. Children from higher income
families can attend for a small fee."

FALCON HOCKEY OPENER ONE WEEK FROM TONIGHT!

MA

Just present your valid student I.D. at the gate for admission. No prior ticket pickup required. ^%
THANK YOU

THANK YOU

THANK YOU

The members of the Task Force addressing numerous Issues related to the establishment of an accessible and comprehensive electronic
information environment here at Bowling Green State University wish to express their appreciation to all the faculty, staff and
students who volunteered their time and expertise to establish an effective BGNet registration process. Through the cooperative and
collaborative efforts of many University community members, this task was completed within a few short months. The BGNet account
registration process is only the first of many steps required in the establishment of an effective campus-wide electronic Information
environment. Completion of the many remaining steps will be possible through our continued cooperative and collaborative efforts.

Thank you to all who assisted with BGNet registration
Genes Abou-Ayash, Computer Science
Juile Barnes, Computer Science
Bill Baxter, Biological Sciences
Janice Black. VCTE
Jean Bonn, Office of Admissions
Linda Boughton, Env. Health & Safety
Nancy Brendlinger, Journalism
Gregg Brownell. EDAP Clinical Lab
Nancy Brownell, EDCI
Deb Burns, Graduate College
Kitty Burroughs, English
Alice Calderonello, English
John Calderonello, BG Community
Josh Calderonello, Computer Science
Cathy Cassara, Journalism
Steve Chang, Geography
Wayne Colvin, Residential Services
Ron Conway, Computer Science
Steve Copeland, Computer Science
Diane Crowe, Computer Science
Rob Cunningham, Handicapped Services
Sylvia Dill, College of Arts & Sciences
Esa Emmanuelli, Alumna
Ernie Ezell, VCTE
Kathy Farber. EDFI
Doug Ferguson, College of Arts & Sciences
Cathy Frankfather, Computer Science
Joe Frizado, Geology

Henry Garrity, Romance Languages
Sue Garvon, HPER
Mark Gromko, College of Arts & Sciences
Carol Heckman, Biological Sciences
Rich Hughes, Residential Services
Barbara Keller, Residential Services
Bruce Klopfenstein, Telecommunications
Carol Krelenkamp, Cooperative Education
Barbara Lang, College of Arts & Sciences
Lenita Locey, Romance languages
Michael Locey, Romance Languages
Walter Manor, Computer Science
Dan Madigan, English
Shirley McFee, Computer Science
Lee Miller, Computer Science
Leo Navin, Economics
Donna Nelson, English
Lori Owens, English
Carolyn Palmer, Higher Ed * Stud Affairs
Mllly Pena, Ethnic Studies
Adelia Peters, EDFI
Donna Pulschen, College of Arts & Sciences
Diane Regan, College of Arts St Sciences
Marshall Rose, Affirmative Action
Anita Serda, Office of Admissions
Trish Shewokis, HPER
Fiona MacKinnon Slaney, Higher Ed St Stud Affairs
Larry Small, Honors Program

Sue Simmons, English
Bruce Smith, Cooperative Education
Joe Spinelli, Geography
Melissa Spirek, Telecommunications
Ralph SL John, Applied Stats & O R
Dave Stanford, Cooperative Education
Sharon Strand, Academic Enhancements
Jean Sullivan, Computer Science
Karen Sullivan, Applied Stats St O R
Roger Thibault, Biological Sciences
Adrian Tio, College of Arts St Sciences
John Tisak, Psychology
Kay Walsh, BG Community
Michael Walsh, Office of Admissions
Betty Ward, College of Arts St Sciences
Jodi Webb, Residential Services
Lisa Weihl, Computer Science
Deb Wells, UCS
Ed Whlpple, Student Affairs
Diane Whitmire, Faculty Senate Office
Duane Whitmire, UCS
Felicia Williams, Computer Science
Tom Wymer, English
Sue Young, Cooperative Education
Guy Zimmerman, Computer Science
Celestin Zongo, Computer Science
Oppo Zongo, Romance Languages

Special thanks to:
Mary Beth Zachary, Library and Learning Services, for the design and implementation of the registration process,
the Library Staff who devoted many hours to making the process work smoothly:
Sherrill Gray
Seneida Howard
Janet Hughes
Matt Hungling
Michele Jarvis

Linda Babcock
Bonna Beottcher
Kathy Clemens
Joan Eckhardt
Jean Geist

Faye Lam
Danilda Lee
Ryan Lee
Jennifer Lutz
Rita Moore

Maricelda Losoya-Rush
Pat Salomon
Debbie Sarver
Rob Sawyer
Todd Schuesler

Dave Schwartz
Alison Scott
Toby Shirfarraw
Heather Slone
Mary l/>u Willmarth

Catherine Kelly-Braun. Library and Learning Services, Patricia Douglas, UCS, Dale Schroeder, UCS and the
faculty, staff and students who assisted them In developing online documentation and BGNet Guided Tours:
Bonna Boettcher
Jeff Bill man
Josh Calderonello

Michael Haynes
Michele Jarvis
Tom Klein

Bruce Klopfenstein
Carol Lininger
Dan Madigan

Michael McHugh
Scott Miller
Rita Moore

Sidelia Reyna
Rob Sawyer
Beth Shervey

Tom Klein and Dan Madigan In the Department of English for the redesign of the BGNet menu software.
Keith Instone and Bill DenBesten In the Department of Computer Science for the design and Implementation of the user
Interface and account registration software, and Steve Blgley, Information Services, College of Business Administration
and A J. Fuller, College of Arts & Sciences, College of Education * Allied Professions for their assistance on this project.
Peter Shields and Melissa Spirek In the Department of Telecommunications, Paul Lopez, WBGU-TV and Patrick Julian In the
Department of Theatre for the BGNet registration video.
the Computer Science Graduate Students for filling In whenever and wherever needed:
Jamie Bowser
Daniel Ho
Rachelle Kristof

THANK YOU

Raj Neervannan
Talita Scott
Nlkhil Shah

THANK YOU

Robin Shepherd
Tim Sturm
Bethesda Thornton

Frank Wang
Ed Yeldell
Guy Zuelzke

THANK YOU
Task Force Members:
Gregg Brownell
Rich Hughes
Tim King
Tom Klein
Inge Klopping
Ann-Marie Lancaster
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Ceremony honors cadets Professor teaches pest
Army awards ROTC for excellence in service
control tactics in Africa
by Stephen Howell
The BC News

ROTC Awards

The U.S. Army had its fall
awards ceremony for University
ROTC cadets Tuesday afternoon
at the Ice Arena. Thirty-six
awards were given out.
Capt. Thomas Kulich of the
U.S. Army presided as master of
ceremonies.
The highest awards given at
the ceremony were the threeyear ROTC scholarships for
cadets. There were two winners
who received $8,000 a year,
which pays for their tuition and
books. The recipients were
cadets Bridget Carty and Jason
Hardy.
Another important award presented at this event was the Meritory Service Medal. The
receiver of the medal was 1.1. Col.
Ronald 1 lover for his 23 years of
service to the Army.
"We're not motivated by
money," Hover said. "We're motivated to a commitment of excellence."
There were many other awards
given out as well. Cadet Daniel
Gaffney received an ROTC
scholarship worth $8,000 for a

Three Year Advanced
Designee (validated)
Scott Hartwell
Kory Lambert
Brian Saum
Three Year Advanced
Designee
Patrick Mate
Two Year Advanced
Designee
Arlaina Hefner
Blake Parkins
Gun/one Shot-one Kill
Nathan Prussian
Recondo
Nathan Prussian
Robert Spencer
Air Asault Badge
Robert Kinder

Regional Postal
Marksmanship
Terri Andreoni
Robert Spencer
Aaron Schaub
Aaron Smith-Heys
Airborne School
Graduates
Stephen Fujii
James McCandles
Dylan Randazzo
Matthew Woodruf
Troop Leadership
Training
Dean Bundschu
Ethan Gallery
Nathan Prussian
Robert Spencer

two-year period.
"[The military] is serious business, it's not just graduating
from college and going to work

for some Fortune 500 company,"
Hover said. "You go to work
where your life will be on the
line."

Two alumni receive accolades

by Brett Thompson
The BC News
Stephen H. Vessey, a professor of biological sciences at the
University, recently traveled
overseas to Africa where he
trained representatives from
several countries in pest control techniques.
The third International
Course of Vertebrate Pest
Management, which took place
in August, was financed by the
Rotary International, the Red
Locust Agency and the Presbyterian Hunger Fund. The
course consisted of two separate week-long workshops that
took place in Ndola, Zambia
and Harare, Zimbabwe.
The purpose of the workshops was to provide the farmers and pest control workers in
Africa with techniques to manage and control existing pests
and to prevent future problems.
The participants in the workshop were from seven
different countries in southern
Africa Most were government
workers or representatives of
plant protection groups, welltrained in insect management
but lacking education concerning pest control.

"The goal of the workshop
was to inform the participants
of the biological and ecological
aspects of the pests," Vessey
said.
This involved teaching the
students what species of pests
were causing the problems, the
mating habits of the pests and
tracing the origin of the pests.
The workshop focused on the
quclea bird, an African weaver
finch related to the house sparrow. These birds form flocks of
five to 10 million and attack entire crops, wiping them out by
eating the seeds.
Due to their tendency to
flock in excessive numbers and
the extensive damage they
cause, the quelea bird has been
termed the feathered locust.
Current techniques to control these birds include using
dynamite to blow up their
roosts while they are sleeping,
or to spray them with a toxic
aerial spray.
Vessey said he aimed to
teach alternative techniques
that reduced the environmental impact on other species,
such as the hawk, which are
often killed along with the
quelea birds.
Another problem the workshops dealt with were control-

ling the rat population. There
are several species of rats and
rodents in Africa, and they
often feed on the excess of
stored grain which exists in
most countries.
Vessey attempted to train
the pest control workers to ratproof the grain storage by setting up bait station systems.
"The problem is that the
farmers did not even know
what species of rodents were
causing the trouble," Vessey.
It is important in pest control
to know your enemy, Vessey
said. He attempted to inform
the participants as best he
could. Although this information will not have immediate
results, Vessey said he believes it will have an impact in
the long run.
Despite some initial difficulties and obstacles with communication and travel, the
workshop was a success.
Vessey and William Jackson,
distinguished University
professor emeritus in the department of biological sciences, who organized the courses,
are uncertain about a return to
Africa, so the workshop may
return to Bowling Green next
year.

Staff members recognized for dedication, contributions
byCristl Ellwood
The BC News
Two University alumni were
honored Thursday night for their
various contributions and dedication to the University.
Chan Hahn, a University
professor of production and
management, and Becky Meek,
former ticket manager for athletic sports, were awarded the 1994
Honorary Alumnus Awards.
Hahn teaches purchasing and
production at an undergraduate
level and production at a graduate level.
Hahn has also received the
Distinguished University
Professor Award and was named
the Fellow of the Decision Sciences Institute at Georgia State

University.
He said he was surprised to
receive the alumnus award.
"I did not expect that, but I am
very honored to be named as an
honorary alumnus recipient," he
said.
He said he believes the award
is not only a result of hard work,
it is also an example of what the
faculty should be doing.
"It's not what you have done in
the past, but what you should do
in the future," he said. "I don't
believe the honor achieved is
planned. It is a result of hard
work."
Becky Meek used to be the
ticket manager for Falcon athletics. She retired in 1987 after 20
years of service.
Besides attending numerous

athletic events. Meek finds time
to spend with her grandchildren,
go to Florida in the winter and
keep in touch with former athletes and their parents.
"We still keep in touch over the
years," she said. "I have gone to
games where students [who once
played on the team] are now
coaches. Keeping in touch with
student athletes is rewarding."
She was awarded a lifetime
season pass and was also invited
to sit in President Olscamp's
football viewing area at the
Homecoming game on Saturday.
When she received notification
of the award, she said she was
shocked.

O I

Did you know

that pranking is
against the law?

Local help desk group forms
by Jay Young
The BC News
The University is logging on with Philips Display
Components and Owens Corning of Toledo to form
the Western Lakes-Toledo Chapter of the international Help Desk Institute.
The new organization will have its first meeting
Wednesday at 1 p.m. in the Capital Room in the
University Union.
Duane Whitmore, user services analyst, defined
a help desk as a place where people can go to get
computer information. The University has had a
help desk since August.
The meeting is open to all Call Center, Help Desk
or Customer Service professionals and vendors in

The BG News
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the Northwest Ohio and Southeast Michigan area.
There is no fee to attend the meeting.
"There is a lot of helpful information from talking to people who work in the same environment,"
Whitmore said.
Steve Passalacqua will speak at the first meeting. He is a senior officer for the Target Systems
Corporation. The topic of the speech will be "Measuring the Quality of the Help Desk."
Pat Kania. Computer Help Center manager, is
the treasurer for the new organization.
"We decided that if we could get a lot of people
together that currently have help desks, we could
get a lot of ideas from what other places are doing,
and that would in turn help us serve the clients
here better," Kania said. "There is so much to
learn from people who have been doing this."
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The Sisters of Chi Omega
Would like To Introduce Our
"New and Improved Pledge
Class and Officers"
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasure
Social

Tanny Vonthron
Heather Bale
Tanya Bennitt
Nicole Levero
Dawn Basham

Community Service
Homecoming
NMPC Rep.
NMPC Rep.

Jennifer Arrowsmith|
Julie Keller
Sara Scarbrough
Sandy Jackson
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#23
Chioke
Bradley
Defensive Back
5H-190lbs.Fr.
Mansfield, OH

#90
Dave
Bruhowzki

#65
Chad
Bukey

#40
Darius
Card

#45
Greg
Cepek

Defensive Lineman
64-230 lbs. Jr.
Northville, Ml

Offensive Lineman
6"4- 270 lbs. Sr.
Centerburg, OH

Fullback
510" 225 lbs. Jr.
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Defensive Lineman
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Curtis
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Defensive Lineman
65' 260 lbs. Sr.
Ft. Wayne, IN
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#36
Courtney
Davis
Tailback
5T180 lbs. So.
Ft. Wayne, IN

ESI

#14

#68

Tony
Everhart

Shawn
George

Defensive Back
5'11*180 lbs. Jr.
Middletown, OH

Offensive Lineman
64' 275 lbs. Jr.
Urbana. OH

#18
Ryan
Henry

#62
Bob
Johnson

Quarterback
60-195 lbs. Sr.
Canton, OH

Offensive Lineman
6'4" 270 lbs. Sr.
Mansfield, OH

#8
Rameir
Martin

#30
Vince
Palko

#77
Jason
Peters

Wide Receiver
63'190 lbs. Sr.
Massillon, OH

Linebacker
6'2"230lbs.Sr.
Stow, OH

Offensive Lineman
66* 295 lbs. Sr.
Hilliard. OH

#1
Ronnie
Redd

#7
Steve
Rodriguez

#94
Trevor
Stover

#49
Jason
Woullard

Wide Receiver
510* 196 lbs. Sr.
Huber Heights, OH

Defensive Back
511' 170 lbs. Sr.
Solon, OH

Tight End
64' 240 lbs. Sr.
Galena, OH

Linebacker
60' 220 lbs. Jr.
Massillon. OH

#59
Willie
Gibson
Linebacker
6'2' 235 lbs. Sr.
San Diego, CA
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#31
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Sarasota, FL
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Search for new president
tops council's priority list
by Lawrence Hannan
The BG News
Inclusion In the search for a
new University president topped
the list of goals the Administrative Staff Council is setting for
itself during the 1994-95 school
year. Greg Jordan, former ASC
president, said the council intends to be an active voice during
the upcoming presidential
search.
"We sent a leadership statement to the presidential search
committee," Jordan said. "I believe we were the only organization to do that. We'll also be
taking part in a University open
forum in a few weeks where we
talk to the search committee

about what qualities the new
president should have."
Other goals for the year include raising at least $35,000 for
scholarships, continuing to be active in plans for a University day
care center, and pursuing a clear
policy and procedure for addressing wage issues.
ASC chairwoman Pat Green
said the council had been working on their goals for the year
since August. At their September
meeting, they broke off into
small groups to discuss their
concerns and complaints and
figure out how to work them into
goals.
Jordan, who is senior associate
director at the Student Recreation Center also spoke about the

Go Falcons!

fire Monday night.
"The students that were working there did an excellent job getting everyone out," Jordan said.
"The police and fire departments
also handled themselves very
wellJordan also said the new hot
tub that was being installed in the
Andrews Pool area had not been
damaged by the fire.
ASC will have its November
meeting in Founders Hall. University President Paul Olscamp
has promised to attend that meeting and get feedback from ASC
members on different issues.
Jordan said an attempt would
also be made to get a member of
the University Board of Trustees
to attend a meeting in the future.

Top comedienne to perform
Rudner to entertain during Parents' Weekend
by Heather Cvengros
The BG News
This year's Parents' Weekend
will be a joke if Rita Rudner has
anything to say about it. And she
will. A concert in the University's Anderson Arena will feature
Rudner, as well as singersongwriter Barbara Bailey Hutchinson, on Saturday, Oct. 29 at 8
p.m.
According to Greg DeCrane,
assistant vice president for student affairs, students recommended Rita Rudner for a campus performance.
"When we were booking acts
last spring, we asked for student
opinions on performances," DeCrane said. "A list of possibilities
was given and many indicated
Rita Rudner as a possible act."
Less than 100 $11 seats remain
but there are enough $7 seats
available if people order within
the next two weeks. DeCrane encourages students to come see
Rudner even if they are not in-

volved in Parents' Weekend.
Rita Rudner was born and
raised in Miami, Fla When she
left home at age 15, her goal was
to make a name for herself on
Broadway.
In 1980, Rudner's credits included "Annie" and Stephen
Sondheim's "Follies." She first
tried her hand at comedy when
she made an appearance at "open
mic night" in a New York
comedy club. By the late 1980s,
she was a regular performer on
"The Tonight Show," "Late Night
with David Letterman" and HBO.
In 1990 she won the American
Comedy Award for funniest
stand-up comedienne and starred
in her first HBO special, "Born to
be Mild."
Once established, her talents
as a writer, actress, singer and
dancer began to re-emerge. Two
Rudner specials on the Arts and
Entertainment Network were the
basis for a BBC television series
which she wrote.

In 1992, Rudner co-wrote and
co-starred In the film "Peter's
Friends." The film was the topgrossing independent film in
England for that year and won
the UK's Best Comedy Film of
the Year award.
Her first book, "Naked Beneath My Clothes," was recently
published and the audio version
of the book received a Grammy
nomination for Best Comedy
Album. Due to Rudner's popularity, fewer than 1,000 tickets
are available.
Even though the $15 seats have
been sold out, $11 lower-bleacher
tickets and $7 bleacher tickets
are still available.
Ticket requests will be filled
on a first-come, first-served
basis. They can be ordered by
writing to Parents' Weekend
Concert, UAO Office, University
Union, BGSU, Bowling Green,
OH 43403. Add $2 for postage and
handling with each order.

Th« BG Ncw»/Ko»» Wcllincr
Falcon head football coach Gary Blackncy charges up the crowd with the help of members of the
football team at the Homecoming pep rally Thursday night between Krcischer Quadrangle and the
Student Services Building.

Professor, alumnus honored
"This award is quite satisfying," Bems said. "I graduated
from Bowling Green with a
A permanent plaque that will bachelor's degree and was away
be displayed in the Business Ad- from the college for 15 years. I
ministration Building will honor
the post-graduation accomplishments of University alumnus
Robert G. Bems. A faculty committee in the department of business identifies prospective
d
nominees for a D s e i
Alumni Award each year. Berns.
,
by Katie Simmons
The BG News

recognized by my colleagues is
an enormous honor."
Recipients are recognized in a
variety of areas, including
research and services, since they

"/ believe that this award is a result from the
number of students that I have had an
impact on, as well as my research and
u !. lI? n ™„ scholarship in the areas of
marketing
.
,
this year-s recipient, is professor education
education and
and vocational
vocational education
education si
since
and chairman of the University's the time I graduated from Bowling Green."
business education department.

Robert G. Berns

Berns is the eighth individual
to receive the annual award, first
established in 1987 with the purpose of recognizing accomplishments of the department's graduates.

Presidential Search Committee

OPEN FORUM
An opportunity for any group or
individual to give comments to the
Presidential Search
Committee on desirable characteristics of
BGSU's next president and
goals/directions the University should
pursue during the next decade

University alumnus

had the opportunity to come back graduated from the University
as a faculty member, and to be within the department of education.
"I believe that this award is a
PRIZES £ AWARDS PRIZES & AWARDS PRIZES & AWARDS
result from the number of students that I have had an impact
on, as well as my research and
scholarship in the areas of maro
06
keting education and vocational
<
education since the time I gradu<
ated from Bowling Green,"
Berns said.
After graduating from Bowling
N
Sign up in the efltfe) Office
Green in 1970, Berns attended
The Ohio State University and
£
Starts today. Essays due
completed his master's degree in
Monday October 10th
1975 and his doctorate in 1978.
Berns taught at Virginia PoFor More Inlo: 2-7164 or 2-2343 *v
lytechnic Institute and State
PRIZES £ AWARDS PRIZES & AWARDS PRIZES & AWARDS University from 1978 until 1985,
when he joined the University
faculty.

PARENTS OF THE YEAR

Hey

+

'Relive Those Crazy Days
of Your Parents"
Essay Contest

ft HOME SWEET HOME!
^C HELP THE FALCONS EXTEND THEIR HOME UNBEATEN STREAK!

Look for n whole galaxy
or bald new product*.
Including
Collectible Figurine*.
Collectible Dolla.
Collectible Flgural
and Oecnl Mugs.

OCTOBER 14, 1994
11:00 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. - 101A Olscamp Hall
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m. - 105 Olscamp Hall

Keychalna.
P—Map Stationery,
and Pencils*

HOWLING GREEN VS. OHIO
TOMORROW 1:00 p.m.
WIN A TRIP TO LAS VEGAS AT THE GAME!

For more details and to schedule a time to address the committee
please contact Deb Magrum at 372-2214

WHEN DRINKING,
CALL A FRIEND.

TbefitWuHngprizes Witt be given aumy ml Halflimet
1. TRIP FOR TWO TO THE LAS VEGAS BOWL
2. 100 GALLONS OF GASOLINE FROM BAR-' ■_ *"S j
3. A YEAR'S WORTH OP FREE VIDEO RENTAL AT BARNEYS.
To enter, Jusi register ml the game before Ibe second quarter am the
tatl or west side concourse. Winners will be drawn at Helfltme
'
Sponsored by BARNEY'S

cuiilil nElualualu bg

appkMiM.
fftirumount Cpiclura

FUTURE NOW
WOODLAND MALL
3M TRTK (6735)

»~^w

A
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Intramural sports Falcons face top-ranked Indiana
Palmisano says midfielders
lacking intensity
will be key to winning game
because of rules
%.

by John Boyle
The BC News

No slide-tackling in soccer.
No sliding into home in softball.
No anytliing in football.
Taking contact out of sports
by committee in order to control the tenor of a game aren't rules and officials
supposed to do that?
Apparently not, if intramural sports is the organization
in question.

non-conference wins against the
nation's elite teams. BG beat the
Hoosiers 1-0 that season and garnered only its second NCAA
For the second consecutive playoff berth in team history.
Sunday, the Bowling Green soccer squad will be tested against
"We have absolutely nothing to
one of the top teams in the Great lose," senior goaltender Dan
Lakes region.
Traver said. "Two years ago we
Last Sunday in Milwaukee, the went in their place and beat them
Falcons dropped a 1-0 decision to ... and the team we have right
Marquette. The|
now has those same capabilities
difference this
of going in there and giving them
week, however,
a game."
is that Indiana
is not only the
"A team like Indiana
top team in the
region, but also
will draw the best out
the No. 1 team
of us, and I think that
in the nation.
comes at a really
"We look at
this game as a
good time of the
tremendous
Palmisano
opportunity ... for our players season for us."
and our program," head coach
Gary Palmisano said. "There
Gary Palmisano
aren't too many teams in the athBG head coach
letic department that play the

sport begins, it would be
stated that the students will be
allowed to compete with the
conventional contact rules.
But if referees encounter any
abuse of these new freedoms,
the perpetrator would be
kicked out, along with his or
her team. People that play like
tliat arc a minority and would
be eliminated.
This ..i called giving referees responsibility. That's
not asking for too much. At
Notre Dame, they play actual
tackle football with pads and
old Irish practice uniforms.
But that's another column.

d*»-i:stnD:III
Pelusi
Elements of sports that
make competition just that competition - are strained
out of the contest and deemed
illegal in order to quell the
emotions that start fights Hut
is that really the way to go?
According to director of intramural and club sports Iliad
Long, it is.
"Any kind of contact that
you do allow is one of those
'give an inch, take a mile' sort
of things," Long said.
That comment was made in
reference to the I-M (intramural) football rules of no liaial
blocking on the line, no down
field blocking and no bump
and-run coverage.
Now it's understandable
that a person in Long's position would want to calm the
tempers of some students who
may not be able to play within
the confines of the game. But
it's my contention tluit men
and women ages 18 and up are
mature enough to compete
with rules comparable to those
of tackle football without the
tackling.
Rules are in place to restrict
forms of action. A solution
could be that at the captains'
meeting held before each

The school has no liability
for injuries, either, so there
are no legal concerns. They
have their warning printed in
the University intramural
handbook. That way, everyone
knows what he or she is getting into as a participant.

No. 1 team in their sport."
But that's exactly what awaits
the Falcons in Bloomington, Ind.
on Sunday.
BG enters the game on the
heels of one of its better performances of the year Wednesday against Detroit. The Falcons
won the game 2-1 and were able
to put together two halves of soccer for perhaps the first time this
season, Palmisano said.

With the present rules, the
game is different. The quarterback has no time to pass
due to the jailbrcak pass rush
every down. It's kind of like
watching the Bengals play. No
one wants to play for the Bengals. Maybe it's because it's no
fun. Neither is I-M football.

The Hoosiers (10-1) are led by
senior midfielders Brian Maisonneuve and Todd Yeagley.
"A team like Indiana will draw Maisonneuve has 11 goals and
the best out of us, and I think that one assist for 23 points. Yeagley
comes at a really good time of the has six goals and three assists for
15 points.
season for us," Palmisano said.

Slide-tackling in soccer,
when done correctly, is an important defensive move. It's
out of intramurals because of
the turf (brush) burns and the
pressure put on officials.

The Falcons, 8-2 overall, lead
"I think their strength is in the
the Mid-American Conference midfield," Palmisano said.
with a 2-0 record, which in the "There are a lot of similarities in
big picture is more important the styles of play between the
than a matchup against the top- two teams.
ranked Hoosiers, according to
Palmisano.
"They'll rely on their three
"As far as reaching our objec- seniors in the midfield, and we'll
tives, the game has no bearing on rely on our three sophomores in
... being in the [MAC] champion- the midfield. I think that makes
ship game on Nov. 6," he said.
for a fun matchup."

The same can be said of sliding into home in Softball: participant safety and increased
pressure upon umpires. In intramurals, it's a force play at
home. Being out at the plate
by 10 feet takes on a whole
new meaning.
"Too much contact can get
out of hand," Long said. "We're not looking to kick people
out. We use [the threat of] it .is
a deterrent "
But what is the real deterrent?

Or

■

iJKottWclrntr
Falcon forward Dave Kindl heads the ball past a Detroit defender in
BG's 2-0 victory Wednesday over the Titans. Kindl leads the Falcons
against top-ranked Indiana on Sunday.

Christian Pelusi is a junior
joum ilism major who doesn't
expect to gff a call the rest of
his intramural career.

25% OFF

J

BG Gold & Silver Exchange

SELF DEFENSE MINI - COURSE
$ 5 - sign ups - Oct. 10 - 14 ( UAO office )
course held on Oct. 15 10 o.m. - 3 p.m.
ot combotlve donee room in rec center

a

993 S. Main • suite B

f
j,

Buying • Selling • Estate Appraisals
Anything made of gold or silver
Coins • Jewelry • Diamonds 'PreciousMetals
Proof £ Mint Sets • Coin Collecting

lor more info
ca

"
2-7164 or

fT^I

.=>

2-2343

The objective two years ago
was different. The Falcons didn't
have the opportunity to win the
MAC tournament and host an
NCAA play-in game. They had to
earn a berth on the strength of

M«rk Ptf

CHINA GATE

OftKllrlAL Cui'iESt RUTMJItACT

PROTECT YOURSELF!

rjDsxa
vSQlrS'

This year's game may well be
settled in the midfield. Three of
BG's leading scorers - Joe
Burch, 9-3-21, Steve Klein,
2-12-16 and Frank Frostino 4-8-16
- are midfielders. Three of Indiana's top scorers are midfielders as well.

r

_JSsFi_
Vfifajr''

■Id
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1-800-883-8649

354-8714

We serve lunch,
dinner & daily
cocktails
Wednesday. Friday & Sunday
Lunch Bullet
$4.95

FOR...
WEEKENDS/HOLIDAYS
BIRTHDAYS/WEDDINGS
&HOMECOOKIN1
Book early for the holidays
and save! Call today for current low fares and available
dates

Council Travel
8 East 13th Ave.
Columbus, OH 43201

1616E. Woosler
352-9153

614*294*8696

FREE DELIVERY

Call for a FREE
Student Travels masazine!

■ ■HBIBiBHBHaiBiniaaBliaiBtaHaaaiSaBBaaaBSaiaiaiaaBaaaa

fj
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HOME FALCON FOOTBALL VS. OHIO

SATURDAY

1:00

P.M.! %0#

Major Prize Giveaway including a TRIP FOR TWO TO THE LAS VEGAS BOWL - Sponsored by Barney's

CONGRATULATIONS

$

ROWI,~N~r»REEl\TERY
SUNDAY BRUNCH
Turkey Breast
Prime Rib
Lasxignn

Iisa McGraw

IIK-I: aerambled eKifo. Iin-.li brow us limon
duf<'IK'.HM pntatoeN, mashed potatoes' i»/gravy

on achieving

Msn hot apple crisp, cakes, and lull salad bar.

Sales Person of the Week!
9-26 to 9-30

OPEN 11AM- 2PM
$0.25 Adults
$5.95 Slud.iilVSenlor Citizens
$3.25 Children 4-12
children 3 and under free
MM frh

j^gSS^^^^^M^^^^^^^M^ I

All Student Meal Cards accepted

mb

<DEK
CAMP OUT VI
EVERYBODY'S COMING
Joboii & My Bud
Mo & Curley
Sought & Found
Teacher & Student
Vinny & Mm. Howser
Razor Ramone & EpUady
WPH & AFU
Little Joey R & Babysitter
Pretzel Boy & Moonlight Girl
Crow & Gypsy
Mr. Clean & Mm. Butterworth Malcolm & Jamllla
Hass & Coondog
Nuke & Millie
Hyde & Seek
Jessie & Andrea
Slick & Armour All
Johny & Johny Royale
Al & Tipper
JFK & Marilynn
L'il Loopy & Morgana
Best Cheat & M las America
Chewbacca & Princess Lea
Baldlnger & Dmgerbal
George fit Weezy
DK & Just one at a time
Grampa & WWII flying Ace

Sgr^
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MAC short on parity this season
by Rusty Miller
The Associated Press
Contrary to what the coaches
in the Mid-American Conference
may say each week, the MAC has
become a league of disparity instead of parity.
At the top stand elite teams
such as 5-0 Western Michigan
and 4-1 Bowling Green. But there
is a chasm between those teams
and winless MAC affiliates
Eastern Michigan, Akron and
OhioU.
Each week on the MAC coaches' conference call, Western's Al
Molde and Bowling Green's Gary
Blackney praise opponents near
the bottom of the league and
warn that there is no such thing
as a certain win in the conference.
But is there really parity in the
MAC? Consider these facts dealing with the haves (Western and
Bowling Green) and the havenots (Kent, Ohio U., Akron and
Eastern):
— Eastern and Houston share
the nation's longest Division I-A
losing string with 10 in a row.
This marks a virtual stranglehold
that the MAC has had on the dubious distinction over the past
three years.
Follow along closely: Eastern
inherited the "nation's longest"
dishonor when Kent, which had

Volleyball
looking to
knock off
Chippewas

lost 17 in a row dating from the
last time it beat Akron, toppled
the Zips again Sept. 17. Kent had
became the nation's losingest
team when Ohio U. snapped a
lS-game losing skid with a 15-10
victory last Oct. 16 over - who
else? - Kent.

byJohnGlbney
The BC News

- The bottom four are a combined 1-16 overall and 1-11 in the
conference. Akron was outscored
32-7, Eastern 73-3, Ohio U. 35-16
and Kent 28-6 outside MAC play.
Each has been shut out once.
Kent, too, would be winless except it beat rival Akron 32-16.

With the MAC volleyball
season hitting full stride,
the Falcons face another
important weekend when
they travel to Mt. Pleasant
Friday night for a battle
against league-leading Central Michigan.
The Falcons (7-7, 4-2) begin a five-game road trip
after sweeping their three
home contests, including a
Tuesday night victory over
Wright State for their
fourth consecutive win.
Head coach Denise Van
De Walle said the Falcon
loss at Miami on Sept. 23
may have awakened the
team. In that contest, BG
rallied to tie the match at
two games, but lost decisively in the final game
15-3.
"I feel we're playing with
confidence and starting to
gel," Van De Walle said.
"But we're not near our
peak, we're just improving
... taking baby steps to get
to the next level."
Central Michigan, picked
second in the preseason
poll, stands atop the conference at 5-0. The Chippewas play a physical style of
volleyball and are a tough
team to beat on their home
court, according to Van De
Walle.
The match features last
week's co-players of the
week, BG's Jessica Andrasko and CMU's Wendy Fast.
Andrasko finished the
weekend with a .440 hitting
percentage and 23 kills.

- Where the grass is indeed
greener, Western and Bowling
Green are a combined 9-1 on the
season, 5-0 in the MAC. While
winning four of five games
against non-league opponents,
the Broncos and Falcons have
won by an average score of 36-13.
By the way, Bowling Green
hasn't beaten a team that has won
yet this year and plays one of the
winless bottom-four teams this
week, Ohio U. Western has beaten one Division I-AA team
(Western Illinois), three winless
I-A teams (Iowa State, Akron and
The BC Ncwi/filc photo
Kent) and Miami of Ohio. Miami
is just 1-3-1, but has played
toughies such as Michigan State Bowling Green's Willie Gibson chases down a Western Michigan player during a previous game. BG
and WMU are currently undefeated in MAC play.
and Indiana.

BG tennis teams each Sink pleased with
squad's
progress
place second in tourny
by Garrett Walkup
The BC News
With typical Northwest Ohio
weather, cold and rainy Saturday and sunny and beautiful
Sunday, the BG women's tennis
team held its annual invitational at Keefe Tennis Courts.
The Falcons hosted Eastern
Michigan, Akron and Toledo.
Unofficially winning the tournament were the EMU Eagles,
who took six of the 12 divisions. BG placed second, winning three divisions, UT followed with two and Akron
snagged one.
Looking impressive for the
Falcons were the doubles
teams. BG's second doubles
team of sophomore Jennifer
Schwartz and freshman Jenny
Cheung won their division, as
did the fourth doubles team.

The second doubles team was
runner-up.
"I was pleased with our doubles, especially Jenny Cheung.
She played very well," head
coach Penny Dean said.
But the BG golden racket
goes to former walk-on junior
Sandy Geringer, who won the
only singles bracket for BG
and, along with freshman Cassidy Landes, captured the
fourth doubles title.
Geringer, who was not even
in the line-up last year, won
every match she played in
straight sets, except one.
"I worked very hard this
summer, playing every day,"
Geringer said. "Cassidy and I
had no strategy in doubles, we
just hit [the ball] as hard as we
could and tried to intimidate
our opponents."

The men, who unofficially
won their BG Invite three
weeks ago, traveled to Ypsilanti last weekend for the EMU
Invite where they faced DePaul, Western Michigan and
EMU.
The men finished second,
four points behind the Blue
Devils of DePaul but eight
points ahead of WMU and lastplace Eastern. Winning flights
for BG were senior Andrew
Bosner at fifth singles and
senior Jim Snyder at sixth singles. Adam Tropp and Mark
Ciochetto won their bracket in
third doubles action.
The men have this weekend
off. They will go to Muncie,
Ind. for the 16-team Ball State
Invitational Oct. 14-16 where
they will face MAC and Big
Ten competition.

• TUBA • • • TROMBONE • • • FRENCH • • • HORN •

Come and "TOOT" Your Own Horn!

in

the Spring Concert Band or University Band or
Join the Athletic Band!
All instruments are welcome, and if you have an interest in
participating in one of these ensembles, please contact:
Bonnie Bess, Secretary
University Bands 1010 Musical Arts
372-2186
Organizational Meeting for Athletic Band
Sunday, Oct. OCT. 9 @ 7:00 P.M.
Room 1012 - Musical Arts Building or Call 372-2186
* crsdit available tor all bands - non-music majors wsteomel

• • •

FLUTE

• • •

EUPHONIUM

• • •

TRUMPET • • ••

by Scott Brown
The BC News

The men's cross country team heads into this weekend's meet at
Notre Dame battered and bruised. Coach Sid Sink sees the race, to be
held Saturday on the Notre Dame campus in South Bend, Indiana, as
key to the Falcons getting back on track on the way to next week's
All-Ohio meet.
"We didn't run our best last week," Sink said of his team's seventh
place showing at the Lakefront Invitational at Chicago a week ago. "It
was an important experience for us.
"Right now we have some little nagging injuries that are catching
up to us," Sink continued. "We aren't really sure about who all is going to run this week yet."
Jason Salak has been nagged by calf problems all season. Jim
Weckesser and Tom Williams each are suffering from sore knees,
while Tim Amst is day-to-day with a slight hamstring pull. Sink says
that the focus is getting healthy before next week's All-Ohio meet at
Ohio Wesleyan.
A total of 22 Division I teams are entered in the Notre Dame Invitational, including such national programs as Alabama. It will be a meet
remarkably similar to last week's. Sink says, and one that the runners
should feel more comfortable in.
"Last week was important for us as far as experience goes," Sink
said. "That was the first time that some of our young runners have
competed in a meet that large.
"There are a lot of big names there. Notre Dame is in the Top Ten
in the nation, and Alabama and some other national schools will be
there. Last week will help us because now we know what to expect in
a large meet."
Last week's course was run in a park in downtown Chicago, and
proved to be narrow and difficult afoot. Notre Dame's course will be
wider and more open.
"This is probably the fastest course we'll run this year," Sink said.
"It is on a golf course, and it is very flat and good terrain. I think it's a
course our guys will like."
Overall, Sink has been pleased with the progress that his runners
have made through the season. With numerous freshmen on the roster, Sink considered 1994 to be somewhat of a rebuilding year. But
the runners have persevered, their coach says, and have done a good
job so far.

.- vj.„ ,v
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LOOK WHAT'S HAPPENING
THIS WEEKEND!

^JOHN

CMU runs a swing
offense made popular by
the U.S. men's Olympic
team. However, Van De
Walle said she expects a
solid performance from the
Falcons because the
players know CMU's tendencies.
On Saturday, BG takes on
Eastern Michigan for an
afternoon encounter.
Though the Eagles' 1-4
MAC record strikes little
fear, Van De Walle warned
of the significance for both
games.
"This is a big weekend
for two reasons," she said.
"First, we're playing well
and on a four-match win
streak. Second, we want to
knock Central Michigan out
of first place."
The Falcons continue
passing the ball well and
have effectively put the
ball away, as exemplified
by the 70 kills against
Wright State, Van De Walle
said.

^

A

^
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353-7273
11 a.m. - 1 a.m.

Monday - Wednesda y
Thursday-Saturday
Sunday

Walle
BC head coach

i ■] wtu :«•]: ■>:«
2 FREE TRIPS TO LAS VEGAS
1 FRIDAY + 1SATURDAY
2 DAYS +3 NIGHTS!

*«$>

"Ifeel we're
playing with
confidence and
starting to gel."
Denise Van De

11 a.m. - 3 a.m.
Noon - Midnight

Stop by the PAPA JOHN'S Booth before
the game at the all sorority reunion tent at
the east side of the stadium.

Omega Phi Alpha
proudly recognizes....

Cathy Butler
Anne Kirsten Cook
Renee Davis
Catherine Graves
Beth Heckathorn
Heidi Benson
Susan Carl

Tracy Meyer
Cindy finny *
Sara Monhollen *
Trieia Runge
Barb Sarehet *
horl Schneider
( • = 4.0 )

Dean's List Spring 1994

Classifieds
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CAMPUS EVENTS
Annual One Love REGGAE Party 13 with The
ARK Band on 9pm. Sat. Oct 22. Union Ballroom ACanbOoan AssocaiipnEvoni
Attention Physical Therapy Students
Join Kathy Hornbeck and MCO students
Tues.Oct. 11.7pm, 112BA
Bring questions and $5 dues

CITY EVENTS

TOLEDO RECORD
& CD COLLECTOR'S SHOW
Sunday Oct. 9th
10am -5pm
Buy, Sell, or Trade
Music Collectibles from
1950's-1990's
LP'S-CD'e-45's- Imports- Posters
Videos-And much more

DEAD
Friday October 14
PRAIRIE MARGINS
The Undergraduate Literary Magazine
DID IT? DONE IT? PUT IT IN
202C University Hall
Art, Poetry, and Fiction accepted
Don't have time to dean your car? Let us do n
(or youi The AMERICAN MARKETING AS
SOCIATION is having a CAR WASH on Sat
Oct. 8th Irrm I2.30-6.30pm at Mid Am Bank
Now ihere's no excuse 'or ad'rty c.i'!
Have you heard? Anderson Ha" will be opon
for parents, family, alumni for overnight lodging
for HOMECOMING, OCT 74a ind PARENTS
WEEKEND, OCT. 264 29'
Inexpensive rales: $17.00 single $26.00
doulble. Call 2-2458or go to 425 Student Ser
wees. WALK-INS ACCEPTED.
Hey Kiddies' The Undergraduate Phosphy
Club will be meeting this and every Monday at
6:00pm in 301 Shat2el This week jo*n us for an
in-depth analysis ol "Masturbation Throughout
the Ages". Okay, perhaps not DO jom us
though, lor a review of German philosopher
Herman Hesse's "Inside & Ouis»de". a short
story on self-reflection. Copies can be picked
up m the Resource Center - 328 Shatzel. Think
About Hi
IRISH CLUB'
The next dub meeting is Tuesday. Oct 11.
9:30 m 103 BA. Join the fastest growing club
on campus. Bring dues for the cookout next
weekend. Rcrrien-ber fie Insh never qui'
LEARN TO PROTECT YOURSELF WITH
UAO
SELF DEFENSE MINI COURSE
The cost for the course is a minimal $5 per person SIGN-UPS for the course will beOCT.
10-14 IN THE UAO OFFICE and the course
will be held on Oct 15 from 10am to 3pm In
combative dance room al the Student Rec
Cenier.
NOTICE!) ELEMENTARY ED. METHODS
ORIENTATION/REGISTRATION MEETING!
All students who requested Spring '95 El.
Ed. Methods (EDCI 350, 351, 352. 353, 355,
356) are expected to attend the meeting.
TUESDAY, OCT. 11, 4:00pm, 115 EDUCATIONBUILDING.BE THERE!!
Purchase one ticket lor
BGSU Football in Toledo (Oct. 15)
PLUS
Round Tnp Transportation provided by
JAM Charier Services
Only $25
Register Outside Education Bidg
1QV4-10/7 from 11am-5pm
Sponsored by the BG University YMCA
Contact Joe or Jack 2-4943 for more info.
SOLD
Student Organized
Leadership Development
Provide & encourage leadership
on campus Applications can be
picked up in 405 StudeniServices
DUE TODAY BY 5PM

Still need a room tor Homecoming?
Anderson Hall has a place lor you!
Check-in 6pm-11pm Fri., Oct. 7
A 11am-? Sat.. Oct 8
INEXPENSIVE RATES:
% 1 7 00 single and $26.00-double
Call 2-24SS (or 2-2367 alter 5pm Fri.)

ATTENTION MULTICULTURAL STUDENTS'
Attend the free, 3rd annual, Multicultural Career Institute m January Got you application
from MulOcullurai Atfatrs. Cooperative Educa
tion. Career Planning A Placement or the International Student Office. Deadline October
17, 1994 Questions? Call 372-2356 c
3;? ?45i Apply today]

Al the Holiday Inn Southwyck
2429 South Reynold's Rd.
Located 1 block North ol Exit 4
OH the Ohio Turnpike

Balloons and Balloon Bouquets
Greeting Cards, Gift Wrap and Accessories
Collegiate Connection
531 Ridge St

Admission: OOP

BGSU Advertising Club Mealing
Mon Oct. 10th 8.00 Rm 1000 BAA
Speaker: Tom Bkjomer from Root Outdoor
It's not to late lojom*

LOST & FOUND
FOUND: A pair of glasses were tound on
Sept 7 in Rm. 111 South Hall Contact
the secretary m Rm 336 South Hall
Lost Gold bracelet with dolphins and sand dollars If found, please call 372-6143 and ask lor
Jodi or Julie. Reward offered Sentimental val-

SERVICES OFFERED
HORSEBACK
RIDING/TRAIL
RIDES/RIDING LESSONS/ RESERVATIONS NECESSARY SLIPPERY ELM RIDING RANCH, 13596 W. KRAMER RD.. BOWLING GREEN. OH 419 353-5403
Need a tutor?
YOU CAN COUNT ON
Alpha Lambda Delta
For more information contact the following:
ENGLISHJodiTrame 2-1313
FOREIGN LANG /HUMANITIESAndy
Pneips2-4152
MATH/COMP SCIENCE Kim Nettling 2-4629
NATURAL SCIENCE-Jesstca Wright 2-5760
SOCIAL SClFNCE-KarenRc-ter ?66/B
_
Pregnant? We can help.
Free & confidential pregnancy tests,
support and information.
BG Pregnancy Center.
Call354 HOPE.
SKYDIVE IN B.G. 1st Jump course. Season
ending in 4 to 5 weeks. Call for info, and good
deal. Visa A Mastercard accepted 352 5200

PERSONALS
AARocordsAreUs
WE BUY A SELL
Specializing in 5O's,6O's,70's A 60's
3352 Lagrange
Toledo. OH
419-243 3655
M F.11-9
Sat. & Sun. 9-9
"Bring m ad A receive 20% off*
Al I U CAN EAT: Pizza. Soup. A Salad MF
••-4-53 99 Happy hours 4-7 MF. Campus
Pollyeyes. By the smoke stack. 352-9638
Alpha Lambda Delta
ATTENTION MEMBERS TUTORS NEEDED'
Would you be interested m tutoring
college, secondary, or elementary students?
If so. contact Susan Hutter
at 372-1360

Alpha Phi'Alpha Phi
Lil'CaseyWelcome to the Family'
You're the greatest'
Love,
Big Jean

What do you do when laced with Inclusion?
Find out at a get the scoop
on Oct. 109:00p.m. Rm 114 Ed. Building
sponsored by E.E.S A.B.
Alpha Phi'Alpha Phi
WOMYNFORWOMYN
Meets Monday. Oct. 10
9pm in the UCF center.
Come hear about the
Social AcDvism Coalition
WOMYNFORWOMYN

ATTENTION CAMPUS LEADERS
Omicon Delta Kappa, the Nation's largest and
most respected leadersh.p honor society, is
once again accepting appi>cat<ons Applications can be picked up • 405 Student Services
and are due Oci 26 by 5 00pm

Lil Holly
Welcome to the Craziest Family.

Buy A Sell ■ Best Prices
Anything mado of gold A silver
Gold A silver coms com collections
354-8714 1.600-883-8647
B G. Gold A Silver Exchange
993 S Mam, Suite B
MThi0 6, -F. Sat 10-8
(25% off sale on gold A sterling A coins)
CLAUDIA FERRETTI
Congratulations on Tour Guide ol (he month'
You're the BEST1

KDCOACHfcSKU
KD hugs to an our coaches
(or Philanthropy Days'
ZBTs Ken and Andrew
Gamma Phi's Michelle and Lau'ie
DU's Izzy
Kappa Sig's Man
Thanks for the support'
KD COACHES KD

Travel Free' Spring Break '95'
Guaranteed lowest prices to Jamaica. Cancun,
Florida. South Padre Book early and save
$$$$' Organize group! Travel Free1 Call Sun
Splash Tours nowM-800 426-7710

KD KAPPA DELTA KD
Congratulations to Our
Sister-of-the-Week
TIFFANY FLETCHER!
KD KAPPA DELTA KD

1 female subteaser lor Spnng '95
semester $i75vmo A deposit
Call Kristin 353-6099

WANTED

1 Female subleaser tor Spring '95
semester Free shuttle service
to campus Call Shona 353-6628

have you all here agarn'
KD KAPPA DELTA KD

LESMISERABLES
Sunday, Oct. 23,1994
Masonic Auditorium in Toledo
Performance at 7 30pm
$31 ADMISSION CHARGE
check, cash, bursar
Transportation included1
SIGNUPS IN UAO OFFICE STARTING
OCT. 10
call 2-7164 or 2-2343 for info

Call 666 4527
Female Sublease' needed Spnng 1995
Own roorr. Close 10 campus
Call 353 4121. Lauren
FOX RUN Apt for sublease Spring
Semester 2bdrm.,washer'dryer.
furnished Very nice Call 352 6053
Wanted ASAP non-smokmg female roommate
Musibeneal friendly, easy going $i60Vmo. •
elec. Can Tara 354-5117

HELP WANTED
Congratulations to (he 1994
Homecoming Court:
Moiiie Monahan
Jennifer Pecchio
Barbara Sarchet
Julie Schwenn
Tracy Stoit
Matthew Boaz
KurtjsLandes
Kurt Mellon
Dante Orsmi
Joseph Puhzz.
UAO
DESPERATELY SEEKING BIG/LITTLE
Looking lor a Big/Little Sister pair
who will visit often Offering quality
domes, custom patterns, and a
reasonable price. Willing to help in
any way possible
We are your complete source
353-0901 THE GREEK MART
G.S: 674 Lyn. BG Fri A Sal 9 6 Books.
games, HH, CD's, good winter clothes, ladies
suede jacket (like new), snow tires A chains,
free fridge.
HOLOCAUST E0UCATION WEEK
Sept 30. Oct. 1 SCHINDLER'S LIST d$h
Film Theater. 6:00pm. 10:30pm. $1.50
9:15 PANEL DISCUSSION by HILLER
Oct. 3 SLIDE TOUR OF CONCENTRATION
CAMP DANIELLE MERRIMAN, BGSU student. Taft Room 8 30pm
Oct. 5 HOLOCAUST SURVIVOR SPEAKS
GEORGE VINE. Lenhart Grand Ballroom
8:00pm
Oct. 9 TRIP TO HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL
MUSEUM
Detroit, Ml, 8.30am to 4:00pm, $2.00 charge
sign up m UAO office. 330 Union. Call 2-7164
or 2-2343 lor more info.
sponsored by UAO
HOLOCAUST EDUCATION WEEK
'Learn now so lhal history
will never repeat Ittelt.'
SEPT. 30. OCT. 1- SCHINDLER'S LISTGISH
FILM THEATE R 6PM A 10 PM.
OCT 3 SLIDE TOUR OF CONCENTRATION
CAMP. TAFT ROOM UNION 8 30PM
OCT 5 HOLOCAUST 'iURVIVOR SPEAKS
LENHART GRAND BAl LROOM 8 PM
OCT 9 TRIP TO HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL
MUSEUM 8:30AM4.0JPM
call 2-7164 or 2 2343 lor more mfo
spons£''ed by UAO
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: COED 4
PLAYER VOLLEYBALL • TUES.OCT. 11;
MEN'S BOWLING - WED.. OCT 12 ALL ENTRIES DUE WITH FORFEIT FEE BY 400
PM. IN 130 FIELD HOUSE ON DUE DATE

LOOK FOR
$1500 weekly possb'e mailing ou* circulars'
For info can 202-298 9065

OIBENEDETTO'S
HUGE PRICE ROLL BACK
15 YEAR ANNIVERSARY
CELEBRATION

PI KAPPA PHI
Con gra tula tons PUSH Week '94
Fraternity Quarter Race Winner
""Delta UpsiKtn'"
PI KAPPA PHI
Congratulations to PUSH ween 94
50/50 Raflle Winner'
""Ashley Lawson"*

SWEETEST DAY SALE'
UAO is selling 40Z. HERSHEY'S KISSES
and CHOCOLATE ROSES!
(There's a limited quantify so buy [hem
fast')OCT. 10-14TH
UNION FOYER, 10 00AM-4 00PM
Send them to roommates, fnends. and sweeties'

FOR SALE
SGE ARG Guitar E fleets system
100 elects built in
Add 100 of your own
$600 Caii Jeff 354 5709
For Sale- Heavy Dury 2*6 Construction
Contemporary Design
Used Apt Furniture
For more information. Cai1354-3533
(desk.chairs, non spMable bunk beds.
dresses and more)
Lets Party'
Bam Sale- Beer Lights. A Deautifui beer mirro-s Rt 6 east to Rt 199 south 25 minutes
irom B.G Moo»ie home Id woods batting gas
sia:«n west MHgjrovt, OH Oct 7, 10. 11.
10 ? 288 3667(00-1';

Checker's Pub now hiring!
Bartenders A waitresses
809 S Mam St
Apply within

MACINTOSH Computer Complete system
including printer, only $500

CHOIR DIRECTOR for adults and lor children
Also need an mterum director until position is
filled. Send a resume 0' music experience plus
references to the First Christian Church. 875
Hastens Rd.. Bowling Green. OH 43402 &o
Carpi Ba'ia'd. by Octooer 24
EQ SCO Telemarketing Service
Fed up with working long hou's. win i :re pay
atdeadend|obs'>
Come join EBSCO TELEMARKETING A INTERNATIONAL MARKETING FIRM wn.ch will
help you get a jump on your fellow students
We will help you bu"d your communication
skills as well as give you a weekly paycheck.
Make your own schedule and work m a professional environment Come in and apply M F
after 4pm at 113N. MamSt

Call Chns at 800-289-5685
Mountain Bike
i992Cannondalei9"
Make Offer
353-0136
Roller blade Astroblades Men's size 11-13
line new Only used 4 limes Paid $135, asking
'or$lQ0OBO 354 6717 ask lor Phil.
Super Mntendo
Is not oven iyr old
5 games, almost brand new.
ha-d'yused $200 or negotiable
Theresa 354-7099

FOR RENT
1 BDRM. AVAIL.
maNEW2Ddrm apt $22S/mo
Can 353-6127

Evenmg Office Clearing
12-iShrsjvreek
Call 352-5822

PUSH WEEK'94
Thank you to even/one who helped
Pi Kappa Phi raise $4,000 'or the
handicapped during PUSH Week "941

Scrabble. Chicken dinner. Saturday Night
Alive! First United Methodist Church. 1506 E
Woosier 6 - 7.30 pm Oct. 6lh.

'986 Pontiac Grand Am SE V6. 3 0 liter. 2
Ooor. new pant, excellent condition. Call
'I'.'-. -:Q-. .Y.' '■■-J.-. "y

Lots ol sporimg eou pmeni waterbed frame. 2
so'as J»nd mary other good bargains. Oct 6 A
Oct 7'-om96 iQe'fCii'kS' 352-0664

PI KAPPA PHI
Congratulations PUSH Week *94
Soronty Quarter Race Winner'
"'Kappa Delta*"

SATURDAY HOMECOMING SPECIAL
AH You Can Eat Breaklast
Pancakes A Sausage $2 00
MT.MUGGS
OPEN 10am
Bloody Mary A Screwdriver Specials
Lebanese Food
Dnnk specials all day'

«i Awesome I
Spnng Break Ea^y Specials' Panama City
Oceanyiew Room With Kitchen A Free Bus To
Bars $i29' Daytona (Kitchens) $159' Cocoa
Beach $159 Kpy West $?29' 1 800 678-6366.

$363 60 Sell 72 lunny college T-shirts - profii
$363 60 Risk free Choose from 19 deigns
Freeca:a'og 1-800-700-4250

Mary Kay Sale 20% off
Everything in siook
Call 353 6115. ask for Karen.
Mossimoe, A C.i .iom a based sportswear
company is looking for entries m its new 'Campus Collection' t-shirt contest To enter, send in
your t-shirt design with a short marketing proposal by Oct 15 to: Mossimoe. 29392 Las
Cruces; Laguna Nigel. CA 92677. Ten National
winners will be chosen, givon a $500 pnze and
appear in the ads for their shirii
^^^

■ 1 Awesome Spring Break I
Early S>gn-up Specials' Bahamas Party Cruise
6 Days $279' Includes '? Meals A 6 Parties'
Cancun A Jamaica $439 Air From Columbusl
1-600 678-6386

CP Unit Ta^dy 386 33mhz
$400 o* negotiable
CD Rom Compatible
Theresa 354-7099

Boy with car for
outside yard work and
Fall clean-up

KD KD KATHY PETERS KD KD
You did an excellent JOD
with the successful
wellness program' Kathy.
your sisters are proud of you'
KD KD KATHY PETERS KD KD

FOR SALE

1 bed'oom apt 'or rent
close to campus $29&'month A
utilities CanCraigat
893 1277 or 1-897-9030
AvaiiaoieNov 1st

Lawn Maintenance
Part-time 20-25 hrsMeen
Call 352-5822
NFO RESEARCH. INC.
JOB OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE
Would you be interested in working to' and
growing with one 0' the largest marketing
research firms in the country''
NFO gathers information and opinions about a
vanety of consumer products and services We
conduct computer assisted telephone interviews speaking with NFOpanei<sis nationwide
There is absolutely no selling involved'
NFO offers telephone interviewers.
'Starting wage of $5 25 per hour 'Benefits
'Flexible evening A weekend shifts 'Weekend
Shift differential 'Pay lor performance incentives 'Advancement opportunities
We are 20 miles north nght off I 75 at 2700
Oregon Road in Nortnwood lor mlormation and
to complete an employment application
NFORESEARCH.INC
IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYE R

1 bedroom furnished with appliances Gas,
water, sewer and ga'bage included Bunk beds
included lor roommates $360 Can 354-0080
1-2 Subleases Needed Great locaton Low
rent. Call 353-7056 ana leave message

OPEN

TV'S
HOT NEW
HEROES
ALWAYS BEEN AT HOME AT:

YOUNG'S
NEWSSTAND

\aV

Your comic book headquarters!
1 TM AC 1994 Md'.e. Er.iena.nment ir>c All rights 'eserwj .Wilfc'l

—•

- —1 1

a-

diiir 1

WIN A TRIP FOR TITO TO THE IAS VEGAS IHNVL....SArnTROAY I <><>: 4#
;l »l A.IOi: l'i:i/.i:s given away al Saturday's home football game. Register at <iale. Sponsored bu Itttrncu's

Sports
page twelve
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IDE FALCON
Sponsored By:

occer is a game of transition. As the
I ball gets booted around the field, teams
I go on the offensive and immediately
drop back to defend their goal. Players,
like the game, are constantly attacking and
defending.
Frank Frostino is one of those players. Last
year Frostino was mostly on the defensive, playing
as a back for the Falcons 10-7 team. He made
the transition to the positon so well he garnered
All-MAC honors as a back, one of only three
Falcons to receive the accolade in 1993.
Now Frostino puts the freeze on the opponent's
defense. He is back to the midfield where he
spent his freshman and sophomore seasons.
After nine matches this year he has tallied four
goals and seven assists for 15 points. He is third
on the team in goals, second in assists and tied
for second in points for the MAC-leading 7-2
Falcon club.
After the season Frostino may have to move
aside the Neil Diamond albums and find a place
on the mantle for his second All-MAC honor.

Fnvarltea:
Movie - Top Gun
T.V. Show- Coach
Food- Anything mom makes
Group/Singer- Neil Diamond
Professional Athlete - Roberto Baggio
BG Memory- Getting an assist against Indiana
in the 1992 NCAA tournament
Class at BG - Sports Psychology 365

FRANK FROSTING
What drew you to Falcon soccer:
"I came up here for Ohio North soccer camp,
I loved it. I saw where the program was going."
What was it like to participate in the NCAA
tournament in 1992:
"There was nothing like it, seeing our name
paired up with some of the best teams in the
country. I gave Rob Martella an assist in the
game."
Comparison of the 1992 team and this
year's team:
"Both of the teams were young. In the
next couple of years this year's team could
play as well as the '92 team. The style of
play is exactly the same. The quality of
this team is getting toalmost matches
the level of the 1992 team.

"Jason Began chips the ball over
the wall (opposing defense) to Steve
Klein. He can either shoot or pass to
me coming in around the wall,".
"This play gives us another
opportunity to score. It requires ball
position which is one of our strengths.
If we control the ball we control the
game,".

Transition from midfield to
back:
"The coaches stress defense
first so the transition was not
as hard as it could have been."
Possibility of earning
an All-MAC selection «0
at midfield after ^V.
receiving it as a back — r"
last year:
"It would be a great
honor, a very big
honor."
-M0wi

mm
CMIM

Awards and
Accomplishments:
1994 - scored more goals in nine matches than
he had in previous 35 matches
1993 - All-MAC back
1992 - most improved player on team, helped
team to NCAA tournament berth
High School:
Named Ail-American senior year

Year
1994
1993
1992
JL99J

Matches Baals
10
4
17
1
IB
2
Z
O

Poin
16

Th« BG N«w»/ Drawing, Andrea Wood; Texl.Pal Murphy; Graphics & Layout, Jim Moricsko
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jEj Committee plans week's
events with cultural emphasis
Hypnotist, J. Medicinhat, will perform Friday night as
part of a week of homecoming events.

A Past Homecoming
Royalty Remembered
A look back at homecoming kings and queens over the
past 10 years.

THE PLACE EOK
B.G. STUDENTS

PLACE

|J '76 Homecoming
g.'lM'/a^
is remembered
Homecoming candidates explain
382-6116 EE£S59
why they should win crown
2009 S. Reynolds Rd.
RIBS

Enjoy our Clubhouse
or Dining Room

©

(Across from Southwuk Mall)

TOLEDO'S BEST MODERN
ROCK

LIVE BANDS TUES - SUN
Tues - Free Pool, Darts, Video
Wed - Ladies' Night
Fri - Hoops Night
EVERY NIGHT IS COLLEGE
* get in free w/ valid college
I.D. and proper I.D
* excluding special events

|j Rlackney brings Falcons
home-field edge over foes
Palko makes huge strides
in Falcon football career
Patience pays off
for BG quarterback
Henry keeps Falcon offense rolling

(BG football team glad to be home
Falcon flanker sets sights
on returning to bowl game
Gates adapting to
BG offensive attack

11
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Committee plans . Smash!
week's events with
cultural emphasis
When the autumn leaves start to
fall and warm summer winds
suddenly turn cold. University
students begin to realize that
winter is just around the corner.
This year's Homecoming
theme "Catch the Wave: BG
Beach Bash" is chasing away
thoughts of winter.
"So many students drag themselves down because of the
weather at this time of year,"
said Holly Garrett, director of
the University Activity Organization's Homecoming committee.
"In order to make everything a
little more exciting, we decided
to make this year's theme a little
more upbeat," she said
As a part of this year's Homecoming activities, which began
Monday and come to a grand
conclusion Saturday, UAO has
made an attempt to involve an
even greater number of students
than in past years, Garrett said.

The Homecoming Committee
planned this week's events with a
multicultural emphasis and has
also made the events more centralized with the goal of increased student participation,
she said.

"In order to make
everything a little
more exciting, we
decided to make this
year's theme a little
more upbeat."
Holly Garrett

The BG News/Ross Wrlttner

Brandon Epner and Dan Papaloto spar In a simulated Sumo wrestling competition In the Union Oval
Tuesday afternoon. The wrestling simulation as well as the velcro fly trap were sponsored by University Activities Organzlatlon

UAO Homecoming committee

director
"Usually students have to vote
for the candidates based on what
their friends have told them or
See EVENTS, page six.
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= BLUE RIBBON PHOTOS

DON'T

X
Join Us for our
$;
-< Pre-Game Fire Up |

Let Your

College Career

y before and after fhe game. *

i
i

DOGS

\ ? Stop by bw-3 and pick up some great tasting wings A >
A before the game. Wings are the perfect thing to grab for i
\Vi pre-game fire up parties. After the game stop in bw-3 ^»
^j)
^> and celebrate with some spicy or BBQ Buffalo style <\
chicken wings
and some ice cold beer.v
You can
also
:
' :hoose
"''"■""' great'"""'
"""n,k
" A.
from our other
tasting menu items
includ-^ing Pocket Pizzas, Grilled Chicken Sandwiches, Beef-on- <\
Week Sandwiches, and Weckburgers. The Buffalo is
ready for Kick Off.

8

Go To The

Go Falcons

$3, $2, $1, Off On Film Developing

r Extra set of Prints For a $1

Good on 110. 126, 35mm, and disc dim (c-41 process) |
Just add Si .0010 the regular price and we win
G8<$3an'on36exp.,$2olron24exp,or$1 off on
Qivo you a second sal of color pnnlal Offer good al me ome of
deveiopmg
on standard3i/2 sire prtnts from 110. disc, 126. •
iai5exp. Th's coupon must accompany oidar. This _
or 3Smm (C-41 process). 12.15.24.36 exposure lolls.
coupon not vaM with any other oner. Otter good at 1 This offer
not valid wlln any other offer, Llmll one roll per coupon.
Bmeotoewbping, One roll per coupon
Expires 10/17/94
Expires 10/17/94
|

Color Wallet Special
10 Pictures for $2.99
We'll Make beautiful walletsize prints for your negative From color C41 Process
Negatives only. Coupon must Accompany order. Not valid with any other offer.
Expires 10/17/94

We gladly accept checks and credit cards.
Call 353-BWWW
bw-3 B.C.
176 E. Wooster
Bowling Green .Ohio

BUFFALO WILD WINGS & WECK

Open Mon. - Fri. 9-8; Sat. 9-5; Sun. 12-5

157 N. Main St., B.G. Your Assurance of Quality
(across from Uptown)

QCQ AOAA.
oO»)"'rai'i4
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Past homecoming royalty remembered
The tradition of the Bowling
Green Homecoming King and
Queen has been a pride of the
University since it began 72
years ago.
Since the titles were first
created at the University, the
King and Queen have served to
represent the student body as
students who are hard working,
leaders and people who are dedicated to serving the campus and
city communities.
They are known for their involvement and commitment in
not just one area, but many.
They are nominated by their
peers, either from organizations,
sororities and fraternities, or

classes. The student body then
has traditionally had the opportunity to meet the top 10 candidates for both crowns and then
vote for who they would like to
see wearing those crowns at the
annual Homecoming game.
Based on the results of the voting, the top five women and top
five men then make up the
Homecoming Court.
Following is a look at the kings
and queens of the past decade.
From athletes, to Undergraduate
Student Government presidents,
to leaders of fraternities, sororities and many other campus organizations, these students may
have moved on to other goals in

NET'S

their lives, but they left their
mark on the University.
1993: Jason Jackson, a telecommunications major, and
Shirelle Wright, a fashion merchandising major, both of West
Chester, Ohio. Jackson is a
broadcast sports reporter and
Wright is a fashion buyer for a
major department store.

1987: Michael Juris, a market1990: Pat Smith, 1988-89 Freddie Falcon, Perrysburg; and ing major; and Cassandra MadTracy Gaerke, cross country den, a IPC major.
team record holder, Rockford,
1986: Jon Manke, a marketing
Ohio
major. Bay Village, Ohio; and
Lisa Whitaker, marketing major,
1989: Scott Mann, a sports Montgomery, Ohio.
management major, Akron; and
Paulette Backstrom, a adminis1985: Patrick Lee, an elementatration management major, Flint, ry education major, Lyndhurst;
Mich.
and Marilee Dillon, a marketing
1992: Andre Gregory, Steubenmajor, Parma
ville, Ohio; and Amy McCue, an
1988: Timothy Peterson, a leiIPC/business major, North Can- sure service management major,
1984: Tim Kime, a telecommuton.
Copley, Ohio; and Angle Walker, nications major, Toledo; and
a business administration major, Sandra Stevens, a telecommuni1991: Rich King, a marketing Alliance, Ohio.
cations major, Akron.
major, and Amy Dunaway, a
Spanish education major, Dayton
Greenwood
Center
1G02 E Wooster
352 3113

1091 N Main Si
352-2430

VIDEO & CONVENIENCE STORES

South
006 S Main
352 0534

1003 N Main
354 1401

Is proud to sponsor the

Past Royalty
■"*■

r

2

r.^*-i,^ lJ^
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x *>
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1994 HOMECOMING GAME
BGSU vs. Ohio (I.
Sat. October 8

Come & Support The Falcons

^^^B

H

at the game, 'register to

100 FREE
Gallons of
Gas!

2 FREE
Video
rentals
a week for
a year

(* Must

OPEN
Saturday
October 8th
9:00 am - 2:00 pm

To Win)

1992 Homecoming Queen and King, Amy McCue and Andre Gregory, enjoy the moment as they were crowned at the annual
Homecoming football game. The 1994 royal couple will be announced during half time at Saturday's Homecoming game
•gainst Ohio University.

Bowling Green vs. Ohio kicks off at 1 p.m.

TheWELCOMES
LittleALUMNI
Shop
• GIFTS • CARDS • BGSU APPAREL •
Hours:

Monday - Thurs 8:30 am - 5:30 pm
Friday 8:30 am - 5:00 pm
UNIVERSITY UNION
(SKI P^ r^fl

372-2962

H S3 K&
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Velcro fly

Where
Tail-Gates Begin!
Pak Chest® Cooler

Sam's Choice Pop
F

9

6-pack

Save on all Sam's Choice Snack Items

Score Keeper
T- shirt Imprinted
BGSU
—-"■
""'

Sportswear

Tke BC Ntwi/Ron Wclnaer

Torlano Davis does a double-gainer sideways while affixing
hlmseir to the velcro fly trap in the University Union Oval Tuesday afternoon.

'76 Homecoming
is remembered
by Bill Saunders
Wire Editor

Editor's note: The following
story was written in The News in
1976. This is an exact reproduction of that article.
It only happens once each year
- at BGSU homecoming.
More people drive into the
campus on Friday afternoon than
out of it. Cars are parked illegally
without being ticketed. Parents
dare to walk through dormitory
hallways.
The end zones are painted orange and brown, balloons fill the
air and people actually listen to
the alma mater.
Students tried to explain why
everyone was making such a big
deal over just another midseason football game.
"It's a socialization pressed
upon us by our parents,"
someone said. "Once a year, it's
tolerable."
It's a chance for those who've
been gone a long time to feel
welcome for a short while and an
excuse for those who live here to
Indulge in a little hokey school
spirit.

It's called "homecoming," although no one really is coming
home. But "gamecoming"
doesn't quite fit it either.
Although arranged around a
couple of hours of football,
homecoming brought a lot of
other special things to the University last weekend.
There were the dances, the
bonfire and the fireworks ~
v where one got the feeling he
was watching his general fee dollars going up in flames — and
other somewhat contrived, yet
traditional and therefore acceptable, events throughout the
weekend.
There were bands, burgees,
banners and more people wearing nice clothes than at any other
time since gay jean day last
spring.
"They'd look stupid wearing
flowers with jeans," someone
explained.
And there were the alumni i some from hundreds of miles
away, some who hadn't visited
the University since Freddie Falcon was a mere egg.
See 1976, page fifteen.

T-shirt
Sweatshirt

Stadium Throws
& Blankets
Throws Blankets-$996
Check ot our selection of
BGSU novelty items
Rain Gear, Ponchos,
Umbrellas

Stadium
Cushions
& Chairs

Cushion
Chair

WAL^MAR I
20 S. MAIN AT W GYPSY LANE HD„ BOWLING GR66.N
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EVENTS
Continued from page three.
Miiin.i (iMiiiiu

by what they read in the paper,"
she said. "This time, they had a
chance to form their own opinions."
Master hypnotist, J. Medicinehat will perform tonight at
8:00 in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom.
Medlcinehat, who began his
career as a comedian, has performed at different venues
throughout the country, Garrett
said.
"Since he was a comedian first,
we hope that he will be able to
draw some laughs," she said.
Before the football game Saturday, students will have the opportunity to have their faces

painted and will be able to get
their pictures taken with Freddie
and Frieda Falcon from 11 a.tn. to
1 p.m.
The University Alumni Band
will perform during pregame activities where they will be able to
relive the memories of playing
for a University football game.
The University Marching Band
will also entertain the crowd with
a special show at half time. Also
during half time, the 1994 Homecoming King and Queen and its
court will be introduced to the
fans.
After the football game, students can attend the annual
Harvest Moon Dance in the Len-

hart Grand Ballroom at the University Union.
For those interested in listening to music, the Black Student
Union Is sponsoring the groups
Men at Large and McEiht Featuring CMW. The concert will take
place at Anderson Arena starting
at 6:30 p.m. It will be followed by
a dance at 11 p.m. by a dance
with Cleveland disc jockey Cochise.
University alumni will be able
to attend one of the many welcome-back receptions, including
an open house at the Mileti
Alumni Center from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. In addition, the Class of 1969
will celebrate their 25th reunion

with a luncheon.
Earlier in the week students
had the opportunity to participate in a variety of events, including an ice cream social
where they met the top 10 candidates for Homecoming King and
Queen.
One of the highlights of the
week so far this week for many
was the Homecoming pep rally
Thursday night.
The University marching band,
the Falcon Cheerleaders and
Pommerettes were on hand to
raise the crowd's spirits and the
head coaches of various University teams addressed the student
body, she said.
In addition, last year's homecoming king, Jason Jackson, and
queen, Shlrelle Wright, were on
hand to be the event's masters
ofoceremony.
During the pep rally, the
Homecoming Court was chosen
as the candidates for king and
queen were narrowed to the top
five in each category. These ten
students received the highest
number of votes which were tallied Wednesday.

Si'licriuk' tit vvviils

• Master hypnotist
J. Medlcinehat
8 p.m tonight

Lenhart Grand
Ballroom

• Homecoming
Pre-game
activities
Pictures with Freddie
and Freda, face
painting

• BG vs. OU

Football Game
1 p.m. klckoff

crowning of King
and Queen during
half time.

• Post-game events
Harvest Moon
Dance in ballroom.
BMW sponsored
concert in Anderson
Arena.

2 of BG's Favorites
Falcon Football and Subway
Home Game
Day Specials
at Campus Subway
Be sura to step out
at the all sorority
reunion from 11-1
at the cast end
of the stadium,
OCTt!

«SUBUJft¥*
The Place Where Fresh Is the Taste
524 E. Wooster
352-8500

©1492 M<Don»ld* Corporation

1470 East Wooster
B.G. Ohio

Buy Any Footlong Sub
and a Medium Drink
and Oat a Insular
Fo otlonj Of Equal
or lesser Price for ft <

•SUBUUPV-

828 S. Main
354-2608

$1.00 OFF
Any Footlong
Sub
.SUBUURV
ot> psfl ■ Ban hattai *
(■s^Ndsd* ear «•>»•.
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Stadium

• Built
• Cost
$3 million

• Dedication
Sept. 26,1992

• Seating Capacity
30^99

• Attendance
Record
33,527
vl. Toledo, 10-843

• Number of games
played at Doyt
Perry Stadium
138 games
• Home Record
90-4Z-6..6T4,

• Stadium Records

Ccu neiy at Public Relation!

The Doyt L. Perry Stadium was filled with about 25,000 fans Sept.
17,1994 when the Falcons defeated Navy, as seen from an aerial

EXTRA1
EXTRA!
53 years ago

view. The Falcons hope to play In front of a comparable size crowd
Saturday.

In The News

Rushing
225 yards, Darryt
Story vs. Ball State
11-5-83
Passing
407 yards, Brian
McClure vs. Central
Michigan 10-29-83
Scoring
30 points, Dave
Preston vs. Dayton
9-21-74
Eaiati
55 vs. Richmond,
9-8-84

"The Male Animal" was released
in the auditorium. Under the
supervision of Prof. Elden T. Smith,
director of the Univeristy Theatre, the
hysterically funny comedy by James
Thurber and Elliott Nugent was
presented in a special appearance for
Homecoming

To all our
Residents /ANEW LOVE
& SATURDAY NIGHT 9:00 To CLOSE
1010 NORTH MAIN • 352- 4637

EVERY FRIDAY

We now have Recycling
Containers in our office for
our residents! If you are
interested, stop by and pick
one up.

Rentals
328 S. Main
Our Only Office
352-5620
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Homecoming candidates expl;
demic excellence and has taken
their college career one step further. In doing so, she has demonToday is the last day to vote for strated dedication and leadership
this year's Homecoming King throughout campus."
and Queen.
While some students already
had the opportunity to cast their
votes on Tuesday, voting will
continue to take place from 9
Hometown:
am. until 5 p.m. in the University Bellefontaine,
Ohio
Union foyer.
The winners will be announced
Major: IPC
during halftime at Saturday's and Pre-Law
Campus AcHomecoming Football Game
against Ohio University.
tivities: Campus Tour
Guide, Undergraduate Stu- L
dent GovernMathe
ment President, College Republicans, Honors Student AssociaHometown:
tion, City Liner Control Board,
Salem, Ohio
Alpha Chi Omega Sorority
Major: PolitWhat does being the 1994
ical Science
Homecoming Queen mean to
Campus Acyou?
tivities: Cam"I have known most of the past
pus Crusade
Homecoming Kings and Queens
for Christ,
and have grown to respect both
Campus Tour
the symbolic and functional asGuide, Undergraduate StuChappell pects that this position entails.
dent Government, Circle K, Symbolically, the Queen should
S.O.L.D., Alpha Phi Sorority, Col- serve as a role model and an ideal
lege Republicans, Wood County of Involvement and achievement
at the University. Functionally,
Humane Society volunteer
What does being the 1994 the Queen needs to be active in
Homecoming Queen mean to organizations on campus, and
should attend as many events and
you?
"It would be a great honor to be programs as possible In order to
chosen as the 1994 Homecoming serve as a quasi-official repreQueen as well as an achievement sentative of the student body and
related to my service to the Uni- to support the efforts of her felversity. I feel the role of Home- low students."
coming Queen is to promote the
University by setting an example
to others of what Bowling Green Kimberly A. Mennega
has to offer academically and
Hometown:
socially. My overall experience Zanesville,
at Bowling Green has been truly Ohio
rewarding and I would be honMajor: Eleored to share that with others if mentary Eduselected as Homecoming cation
Queen."
Campus Activities: Omicron Delta
Kappa National
Leadership SoMennega
Hometown:
ciety, Ohio Student Education
Pickerlngton,
Association, U.A.O., Delta Zeta
Ohio
Sorority, Panhellenlc Council
Major: InDelegate
ternational
What does being the 1994
Business
Homecoming Queen mean to
Campus Acyou?
tivities: Alpha
"It means that my efforts
Phi Sorority
toward the high standards of
President,
scholarship, citizenship and
U.A.O., Acleadership will have rewarded
counting Club, Order of Omega, me an opportunity to represent
Hall Government Treasurer
Bowling Green. Bowling Green
What does being the 1994 has provided me with an excelHomecoming Queen mean to lent educational experience. I
you?
want to give back to the Univer"Bowling Green State Univer- sity a Homecoming Queen that
sity Homecoming Queen Is an reflects the spirit and Image of a
honor and recognition to an indi- well-rounded Bowling Green
vidual who has gone beyond aca- student"
by Melissa Llpowski
The BC News

Jennifer K. Mathe

Jodi B. Chappell

Stephanie S. Davis

Mollie M. Monahan
Hometown:
Bloomf ield
Hills, Michigan
Major Psychology
Campus Activities: Kreischer Quad
Government,
Falconettes,
U.A.O., Sigma
Monahan
Kappa Sorority, Prout Hall Resident Adviser
What does being the 1994
Homecoming Queen mean to
you?
"I could never have accepted
my two Homecoming Queen
nominations had I been under the
impression that this contest was
about beauty or popularity. The
title Homecoming Queen means
one woman who is dedicated and
spirited on campus and in the
community, has a strong desire
to learn in and out of the classroom setting and has a constant
committment to academic achievement and personal
growth."

Jennifer M. Pecchio
Hometown:
Farmdale, Ohio
Major Political
Science
Campus Activities: Prout
Hall Council,
Rodgers Hall
Resident Adviser, Alpha
Omicron Pi,
Pecchio
Student Court
What does being the 1994
Homecoming Queen mean to
you?
"All of my life I promised that
no matter what, I was going to at
least apply to be Homecoming
Queen at the University. This is
one of several goals that I promised myself I would accomplish
before graduating college. This
would mean a great deal to me, as
I am sure It would every other
candidate. It would help put some
type of closure to my senior year
and certainly make it the most
memorable one In my college experience. I feel that whoever is
queen has a responsibility to the
University and to the community
of Bowling Green to serve as a
role model for all that we as a
University stand for. In my opinion, the queen should represent
scholarship, college loyalty, service and leadership."

Homecoming queen candidates offer free Ice cream to passers-by
front of the Education Building Monday evening. The event was
sponsored by University Activities Organization in an attempt to
ID

Barbara A

sity Activities Organization,
Pommerettes, Order of Omega,
Hometown:
Honor Student Association
Elida, Ohio
What does being the 1994
Major BiolHomecoming Queen mean to
ogy (Pre-Med)
you?
Campus Ac"Homecoming Queen Is an estivities: Study
tablished honor that gives recogSkills Mentor,
nition to a student for being acaAlpha Epsilon
demically sucessful while InDelta, Master
volved in campus and community
Teacher Selecorganizations. The Homecoming
tion CommitSarchet Queen should encourage stutee. Omega Phi Alpha Sorority dents to use the potential they
(Pledge Class President)
possess to take advantage of the
What does being the 1994 resources Bowling Green offers
Homecoming Queen mean to for all aspects of life."
you?
"Being the 1994 Homecoming
Queen would be an amazing
honor recognizing my hard work
at leading a balanced life. I beHometown:
lieve It is the Homecoming Grand Rapids,
Queen's role to set an example Ohio
for students and members of the
Major Socicommunity, the Importance of ology/Political
balancing academic maturity Science
with personal development In
Campus Accommunity and volunteer In- tivities: Delta
volvement"
Gamma Sorority, University
Ambassador,
Stott
Mortar Board, BGSU Law Society, College Democrats, U. AC).
Hometown:
What does being the 1994
Wheaton, IlliHomecoming Queen mean to
nois
you?
Major Social
"Being named the 1994 HomeWork
coming Queen would be a wonCampus Acderful honor which would be the
tivities: Kappa
culmination of my undergraduKappa Gamma
ate career. I believe that the
Sorority, UniHomecoming Queen should be a
versity Ambasrole model to fellow students,
sador, UnlverScnwerlo someone who can remind every-

- Sarchet

Tracy L. Stott

Julie L. Schwerin
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tplain why they should win
Chorus, University Activities
Organization, Ski Club
Hometown:
What does being the 1994
Brook Park,
Homecoming King mean to you?
"Homecoming King is a crown- Ohio
Major. Enviing achievement for any college
senior. The King is the focal ronmental Scipoint of what Bowling Green ence
Campus Acstands for academically, socially
and spiritually. The King and/or tivities: UniQueen are extensions of the Uni- versity Ambasversity's image toward the com- sadors - PresiMellon
munity. Their well-rounded atti- dent, Sigma Phi
tudes should be assets as both Epsilon Fraternity, Team Leader
for Emerging Leaders retreat
ambassadors and students."
What does being the 1994
Homecoming King mean to you?
"Being elected Homecoming
King would be an honor and an
opportunity to serve and repreHometown:
sent the University. The role of
Galion, Ohio
this position is to incorporate and
Major IPC
represent the principles and
Campus Acstandards that this University is
tivities: Sigma
based upon. "
Phi Epsilon
Fraternity,
Food Operations Manager,
Hometown:
WFAL Radio,
Eyler Bowling Green,
American
Major EleHeart Foundation, Intramural mentary EduSports
cation - Math
What does being the 1994
Campus AcHomecoming King mean to you?
tivities: Circle
"Being selected Homecoming K, Lambda Chi
King would mean that I am re- Alpha Fraterspected by not only my peers, but nity, Women's
also by those that I have met Club Volleyball
Merrill
through my continued in- Coach, Campus Intramurals
volvement In campus organizaWhat does being the 1994
tions. The role of King would be Homecoming
King mean to you?
one that involves maintaining the
"The role of Homecoming King
same positive standards and is that of an ambassador for the
goals that gained the respect of University. It Is somewhat of a
others when selected."
personal icon of what the University represents.
I have dedicated myself to the
University and all it has to offer
for the last six and a half years
Hometown:
and to be Homecoming King
Wooster, Ohio
would just be the icing on my colMajor:
lege-career cake."
Sports Management
Campus Activities: ColleHometown:
giate 4-H. InAlpharetta,
tramural AdGeorgia
visory Board,
Major IPCFounders Hall
Business
Government Advisor,
Campus AcGames Committee
What does being the 1994 tivities: Sigma
Homecoming King mean to you? Chi Fraternity
"The honor would allow me to President, Laexpand and create a more pro- crosse Club,
ductive, continued role for the InterHomecoming King than in pre- fraternlty council, Rush
vious years. The opportunity to Force
What does being the 1994
represent the University in such
a highly esteemed manner would Homecoming King mean to you?
"I feel that Homecoming
be a tremendous privilege."
King/Queen should serve as a
reminder to all alumni that Bowling Green continues to produce
outstanding young men and
women. I believe the persons
chosen for these honors should
represent the quality of the student body."

Kurt A. Mellon

Bartley F. Eyler

Jeffery S. Merrill

Tke BG Ncwi/Roil Wtlti.tr

get University students to meet the candidates for Homecoming
king and queen.
one what the University has to
offer and what a student can accomplish while attending BowlHometown:
ing Green."
Van Wert, Ohio
Major Ethnlc Studies/Communica
Hometown:
tions
Cridersvillc,
Campus AcOhio
tivities: CD
Major: ElePlayers, Ramentary Educism Reduction
cation/SLD
Center, United
B°«
Campus AcChristian Fellowship Center
tivities: U.A.O.,
What does being the 1994
French Club,
Homecoming King mean to you?
Order of
"Being the 1994 Homecoming
Omega,
Thomas King means that I would be conNational Education Association, sidered the epitome of what a
Sigma Kappa Sorority, Tour student is supposed to be in the
eyes of the faculty, administraGuide, 4- II Camp Counselor.
What does being the 1994 tion and fellow students. The role
Homecoming Queen mean to of the King and Queen is to be
you?
examples for other students to
"At Bowling Green State Uni- follow."
versity, the role of Homecoming
Queen is to be the best she can
possibly be. It is someone of good
character who serves as a posiHometown:
tive role model to all. It is also to Grove City,
have an impact on society and to Ohio
leave Bowling Green with someMajor Exerthing more than it had before. To cise Psycholome, being BGSU Homecoming gy
Queen means being the person
Campus Acwho lives up to this role."
tivities: Orientation Board,
Campus Tour
Brisentine
Guide, Men's

Matthew L. Boaz

Tamara L. Thomas

Chad W. Brisentine

Kurtis L. Landes

Dante Orsini

Joseph W. Pulizzi
Hometown:
Sandusky, Ohio
Major:
Interpersonal
Communications
Campus Activities: Mortar
Board - President, STEP 1
Peer Educator,
Honors Student
BGSU Bible Studies
What does being the 1994
Homecoming King mean to you?
"Being elected the 1994 Homecoming King would be an incredible honor. The best and brightest of the University have applied, and just to be recognized
among these students is a distinction in itself."

jas0n R. Shawberry
Hometown:
Tiffin, Ohio
Major Biology and Secondary Educa^•^^"•"■^■^^
tion
Campus Activities: Beta
The t a PI
Fraternity,
iJH^,
Shawberry
Honors Student
Association, Order of Omega,
IFC, Intramurals
What does being the 1994
Homecoming King mean to you?
"Should I be elected Homecoming King, it will not be just
me accepting the honor. Rather,
it will be a collage of all of the
people who have affected my life
here. Role says it all.

ijm/

Todd J. Wesseler
Hometown:
Milford, Ohio
Major Film
Studies
Campus Activities: College
Democrats,
Undergraduate
Student
Government,
ACLU, Bowling
Wesseler
Green Chamber of Commerce,
Faculty Senate, First Call, Honors Student Association, Omicron
Delta Kappa National Leadership
Society
What does being the 1994
Homecoming King mean to you?
"The Homecoming King represents the best qualities of the
class of 1995 to alumni and to the
community. They should also
work to challenge their fellow
classmates not to lose their ideals
and challenge them to continue
their search for diversity and excellence."
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Blackney brings Falcons
home-field edge overfoes
by Marty Fuller
The BC News

BG football head coach Gary
Blackney has taken the homefield advantage to an extreme
during the past four seasons.
When his teams hit the turf in the
confines of Doyt L. Perry Stadium there is little chance that
their opponent will escape with a
victory.
Since taking the helm in 1991,
Blackney's squads have compiled a home record of 15-0-1 at
Doyt L. Perry Stadium.
"We've been in a real comfort
zone at home and we enjoy being
at home, but you have to be able
to play at home and on the road if
you want to be successful,"
Blackney said.

Road trips don't seem to be to
much of a problem for Blackney's teams either. Under his
guidance the Falcons have recorded a 16-7-1 mark away from
home.
No matter how you look at it
Blackney is a winner. His total
tally as the Falcon commander is
31-7-2 (.800), his Mid-American
Conference record is an outstanding 23-1-2 (.923), and his 31
victories have already put him in
the sixth slot on the all-time University list for wins.
The Blackney teams' prosperity began as soon as he took
control. In 1991 the Falcons recorded an 11-1 overall mark and
a perfect 8-0 MAC record that
gave the Falcons the league title.

® Hasted

$3.99

Dne Medium Pizza with one item

As a 'rookie' head coach Blackney became the winningest firstyear head coach in University
history equalling the NCAA record for most wins by a coach in
his first season.
His team went a perfect 5-0 at
home during his first campaign,
beating up on Cincinnati, Kent,
Toledo, Eastern and Central
Michigan. The team went on to
beat Fresno State in its own
backyard at the California Raisin
Bowl and by the end of the year
were ranked 20th nationally. His
second tour turned out to be just
as successful. Blackney and his
Falcons began their '92 campaign
at home defeating Western MichSee BLACKNEY, page eleven.

M
We deliver everyday after 4 p.m.
79C BIG SLICE
ALL DAY, EVERY DAY

1
1

354-6500
1 12 Mercer & Woostcr

Sun-Thursday 11:00 a.m. - midnight

Fri & Sat. 11:00 a.m. -1:00 a.m.

The Office of University Student Activities
is proud to present as a part of Parent's Weekend 1994

The Comical Genius
of

Rita Rudner
Saturday, October 29,1994
8:00 p.m.
in Anderson Arena
$11 and $ 7 Reserved
Tickets available through the UAO Office
Room 330, University Union

Parents, Students and Guests
tire Welcome

lll»fMiflt»MN»M
Bowling Green head coach Gary Blackney has led the Falcons to a
31-7-2 record during his tenure at BG.

Reach a New Horizon...
Be A WELL Consultant!
If you have an interest in psychology,
nutrition, communications, health or human
services, being a WELL consultant at the
Student WELLncss Center may be your
opportunity to get the experience you need
and give the help others want!

Applications are available...
in your residence hall, Student Rcc Center
andthc Student WELLncss Center!
Deadline for applications is October 27!
Call 372-8303 lor more information.
■rrdbvIhr Sm.lnu

WMJJI,-%\

t'ritlt
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alko makes huge strides
m Falcon football career
ihn Boyle
BCNews

Vince Palko arrived in
fling Green -- like most
football players - he
fed on the scout team and was
tie starstruck at some of the
^ran players.
I can remember coming in as
and being in awe of
the players," Palko said.
aetlmes I played a little bit
during practice, I didn't
nt to make any mistakes."
ut four years later, players
coaches around the Miderican Conference may very
I be scared of him. And why
|? In his red-shirt freshman
- and sophomore year he was
ond on the team in tackles.
st season, he led the Falcons
1 ensive unit in tackles - 17 for
I - and was the MAC Defen: Player of the Year.
fin practice, you can just feel
I presence on the other side of
ball," BG offensive coorator Mike Faragalli said.
at presence is beginning to
noticed nationally, as well.
pko is among 48 linebackers
Ing considered for the Butkus
pard, an honor presented anclly to the best collegiate iinecker in the nation.
f'The first time I found out was
pen I saw the list on my
file phofo/Courteay of Sporta Information
fcker," Palko said of the honor.
\ was surprised. But at the same Vince Palko and Jason Woullard combine to make a stop during a
Be very thankful to my team- game last season. Palko leads the defense with 62 tackles.
i because team success is a
quisite to personal suc- »***>»»««»«'»*l******<>a<«««>a\a>>\«»e>
r'We haven't faced a linebacker
year that can compare to
See PALKO, page thirteen.

~ii

»

igan, 29-19. The team then
dropped two games on the
road to Big Ten members Ohio
State and Wisconsin.
The pair of losses were the
last the Falcons would see.
They returned home and
knocked off East Carolina,
Ohio, Miami and Ball State.
The team also remained perfect on the road bringing its
season tally to 11-2 overall and
IH) in MAC competition.
Blackney and his team were
awarded a second-straight
post-season appearance, this
time they were to face Nevada
in the inaugural Las Vegas
Bowl.
The team notched back-toback bowl victories with its
35-34 win over the Wolfpack.
The only blemish on Blackney's home record occurred
during the final game of the
"93 season when the Falcons

ended their contest with
Western Michigan in a deadlock.
The Broncos scored a
fourth-quarter touchdown to
tie the game at 14 and tag the.
Falcons' home record with
something other than a win.
More importantly they
knocked BG out of any postseason play.
This year the disgruntled
team is devoted to keeping the
team's undefeated home win
streak alive. In their first
contest at Perry Stadium the
Falcons trounced Navy, S9-21,
extending the undefeated
streak to 16 games.
The Falcons have four more
home games this year the next
one being on Saturday against
Ohio.
"We feel that we shouldn't
lose at home - we play better
at home," Blackney said.

Campus Pollyeyes
' *
•
•
•
•
•

World Class Imports Catering Available
Homemade Soups
Daily Bullets
Free Delivery Irom 11 am Daily

Large One Irem Pizza .

$700

352-9638

by KM smokestack

1

Snail On* Hum Plaa

$5.00
Chofc* of Mn, pen,
or MM)

1/2 Order of
Breaditlckt with
Purchase ot any
35^ Large Salad

S! _ J'i!?3Ji _ jJSH _ J5i"!i - _ JJ5S

|

352-9638 _ j

>uuuux>uuuj«yxyM*MxxaggB
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210 N Main

H

Collegiate Connection

*&*%

Specializing in all Fraternity and Sorority Products.
, 531 Ridge Street
• (Across from Mac West)

TIEN
Oct 6,7 & 8 th
•Video Games

r 'm * '

BGSU Sweatshirts, Jackets, Many Miscellaneous T - Shirts, and
Hats!! Sewn on and Embroidered Lettering.
(Good Quality, Good Prices, Speedy Service)

The wall la
stfll
standing!!

*$«

»

BLACKNEYContinued from page ten.

Be Safe, Don't
Drink & Drive

|-|oward's club|-|

•Pool

11

■

•PingPong

-• ■ -

Saturday
Sunday
•Pinball
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Patience pays off for BG quarterback
Henry keeps Falcon offense rolling
by Jamie Schwa tie row
The BC News

flit pMWCMIWiy or Speril Informally

Bowling Green signal-caller Ryan Henry has gotten the Falcons off to a 4-1 start this season. Henry has
already thrown 12 touchdown passes this season while only being interceoted once.

Ryan Henry has really come
into his own, blooming into a very
effective quarterback in his second season as a starter.
Henry, a junior from Canton,
Ohio, has popped out from behind
the shadows of former quarterback Eric White to lead the Falcons to a current 4-1 record.
Henry is the third-ranked
quarterback in the nation thus
far in passing efficiency with a
167.15 percentage. He has completed 74 out of 114 passes and
has thrown for 12 touchdowns
with only one interception.
"We are pleased with all the
improvements in Ryan's game,"
offensive coordinator Michael
Faragalli said. "He has been
throwing with great consistency
and for a good completion percentage."
Earlier this season against Akron, Henry set a school record
and a Mid-American Conference
record during his almost-perfect
performance. He completed
13 of-14 for 92.9 percent accuracy. His mark surpassed the previous BG record of 91.7 percent
held by Jim Bryan. Bryan set the
old record in 1955 after going

ll-of-12 against Baldwin
Wallace.
The previous league mark was
90.9 percent (10-of-ll) by Central
Michigan's Ron Rummel in 1977.
The mark was set against BG.
"This year Henry has looked
more to the running backs when
the receivers are covered instead
of trying to force something
down the field," Faragalli said.
"Henry is more patient, more
poised and more confident and he
has realized it is not as important
to get the ball down the field
16-18 yards. Instead, he's making
the six-yard completion and letting the receiver pick up the
other eight, nine, 10 yards," head
coach Gary Blackney said, following the Akron performance.
When asked about the best and
worst part of being a Division I
quarterback Henry said: " It's
nice because you're in the spotlight all the time and any quarterback who tells you that he
doesn't like the attention is probably lying."
"But, then again, you have to
shoulder the blame when things
don't go your way. But, I wouldn't
say that's too bad. Really, I don't
even know what's bad about it."
See HENRY, page thirteen.
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Football
"earn glad
to be home
/Marty Fuller
he BC News

When the Ohio Bobcats (0-4)
ring their football team to Perry
i u m to face the Falcons (4-1)
s Homecoming Saturday, the
iendship of the two head
ches will not be on the line.
BG head coach Gary Blackney
id Ohio head coach Tom Lichnberg coached together at Ohio
itate as assistants for a couple of
ears before moving on to their
ipective Mid-American Con'erence teams.
'Tom and I are close friends,"
lackney said. "When we
iched together at Ohio State
Sve lived close to each other in
Columbus. I used to jog with
Tom. I have special feelings for
Tom. I consider him one of my
:losest friends."
Blackney will keep his feelings
o himself come game time as he
inleashes his potent Falcon
>ffense.
The BG offense Is powered by
quarterback Ryan Henry, who is
low rated third in the nation In
mssing efficiency and is backed
ip by the accurate kicking of
Brian Leaver who is tied for
eighth in the nation in scoring
The high-octane offense has
averaged 37.4 points a game tops in the MAC by far.
"I think it's great our offense
res so many points," Henry
aid. "Our non-conference
Ischedule is over and we begin
MAC play - this is where it all
counts."
The Bobcat offense is heading
In an opposite direction. OU
iverages just nine points a game,
'hich ranks ninth out of 10 teams
n the league. Last week the
Toledo defense held the Bobcats
o just 10 first downs and 193
otal yards in a 31-6 victory.
Bobcat signal-caller, Sam Vink,
has thrown six interceptions
compared to just three touchdown tosses while the team maintains a turnover margin of -0.75.
The highlight of the game
should be BG's passing attack
against Ohio's passing defense.
The Falcons are ranked second in
the league with an average of
204.6 yards per game while the
Bobcat pass defense is ranked
first in the MAC, surrending just
143.3 air yards a contest.
I think they have a good secondary," BG offensive coordinator, Michael Faragalli said.
"Their strong safety has the
speed of a cornerback and their
free safety Is a real hard hitter."
The Falcon defense, which has
already posted two shutouts this
See HOME FIELD, page fifteen.
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Continued from page twelve.

Continued from page eleven.
him," Faragalli said.
Palko is the anchor of the
Falcon defense that has surrendered only 10.8 points per
game through the first five
games of the season. He ranks
sixth in the conference with 62
total tackles.
"He's played now for four
years and a lot of times he
knows what the opposing
offenses are going to do before they do it," Faragalli said.
The Stow, Ohio native was
named as a captain along with
Rameir Martin by his teammates before the season. The
honor fits well, Faragalli said.
"He's the glue not only for
our defense but our entire

team," he said.
The graphic design major
has pondered playing football
professionally but knows he
has things to work on and
team goals to fulfill.
"I've thought about it a little
bit, but I've never gotten too
wrapped up into it," Palko said
of going pro. "I think that
there are a lot of things that I
have to work on before that
could happen - things like improving my speed and quickness."
"Really though, Vince Palko
has to worry about this season
and what needs to be done in
order to win another MAC
Championship."

The junior quarterback said
that becoming the starting quarterback for the Falcons was like a
dream come true.
"That's what I had strived for
ever since I started in Pee Wee. I
kind of wanted to pinch myself to
make sure that it was all really
happening."
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weekend when BG hosts Ohio
University Saturday afternoon.
"He has really improved every
week, every month and he just
keeps getting more comfortable
in the starting role," Faragalli
said. "Now we just need him, and
the rest of the team to keep up
their intensity and concentration
and go out and have fun."

"This is our homecoming
game. We don't think about anyHenry will start in his second- thing else except winning for our
straight homecoming game this home crowd."
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8pm in the Lenhart
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Admission is FREE!!
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Celebrate Homecoming
at
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"Downtown

Experience Dining
at its
Best for any Occasion

VftlYv.r\<0>

v

Coach

Gaiy ^

MARCH 18-25
On the Costa Classica
in the Southern CARIBBEAN

**ft,

Savings up to $10000°- per cabin! $503°per cabin will be donated to the Make a
Wish Foundation in the name of the BGSU
Football Program.

ODSTA CRUISESDeposits must be made by November 1.
Call or slop in today for details!

Woodland Mall

352-1571

W We Offer T
Great food at Great Prices
Relaxed Atmosphere
Weekly Menu Specials
Drink Specials
BRING IN A FRIEND OR FAMILY TODAY!
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Falcon flanker sets sights
on returning to bowl game \
by Mike Kazlmore
The BC News

Falcon wldeout Ramcir Martin
had a superb season last season
in being named to the MidAmerican All-Conference team but he wasn't quite satisfied.
All the Individual success that
he attained meant little to him
because the Falcons failed to advance to post-season play.
"I really have more team goals
like winning the MAC Championship and being nationally ranked
and getting to another bowl
game," Martin said. "That's really the most important thing 1 getting back the MAC title.
"The individual accolades will
come if we have team success."
The first three games of the
season are a perfect example of
Martin willing to sacrifice his
own personnal goals for if it
means another win for the team.
While Martin continually drew
double coverage, fellow teammate Ronnie Redd was often the
recipient of single coverage.
That's a major reason why Redd
has already hauled in 21 passes including four that went for
touchdowns.
"Earlier In the year teams tried

FRIDAY &
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to take away the middle of the
field from us, and that's where I
usually run my routes," Martin
said. "But, in actuality, it has
worked against them because
Ronnie has been having a great
season so far."

"I really have more
team goals like
winning the MAC
Championship and
being nationally
ranked and getting to
another bowl game."
Rameir Martin
BC flanker
Redd, so far this season, has
already broken the team record
for most consecutive games with
a catch with 40. He Is also currently tied with Stan Hunter with
21 career touchdown receptions.
"Last year when I was AllConference Ronnie kind of took a
back seat to me," Martin said.
"But all of the awards and accolades that Ronnie has received

SATURDAY

8:30PM

this season are all well deserved.
There's no jealousy though because I'm happy for him and he's
happy for me. And we're all winning games and enjoying the
season and that's the bottom
line."
While the coaching staff has
certainly been pleased with
Redd's efforts, they realize that
much of his success is because of
Martin."
"It's not that we didn't want to
throw to Rameir, it's just that the
defenses have been doubling him
so we went to Ronnie [Redd] instead," offensive coordinator
Mike Farragali said. "But, I think
that with Ronnie getting off to
such a fast start that it has taken
some pressure of Rameir.''
Last weekend Martin showed
signs of of just how much of a
weapon he can be during the Falcons 38-0 bouncing of the Bearcats of Cincinnati. Martin
grabbed 4 passes for 43 yards.
Two of Martin's receptions went
for scores - including an acrobatic diving catch In the corner of
the endzone.
"Teams are starting to play us
a little more straight up now
See RAMEIR, page fifteen.

TO

12:30AM

C'iKBWiLSIN' Jin MI
Weekends at Tony

MtpawarTktMNm

Rameir Martin makes a leaping grab of A Ryan Henry pass during the
Falcons 59-21 win over Navy earlier this season. Martin currently has
four touchdown receptions.
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Continued from page five.

■A 1926 graduate who hadn't
been back in 50 years said the
(lace had changed a little.
J"I used to walk my wife to
Shatzel and Williams Hall. Now,"
he sighed, "I get lost."
■ But they played "Aye-Ziggyloomba" as well as anyone would
probably ever want to; they
cheered when we scored and
booed when we fumbled just like
Ae rest of the gang.
T The football crowd was, for the
■osi part, a typically enthusiastic Saturday. Although
lulled Into a mild trance during
ports of the game, an occasional
Vtciting play, a saxophone solo or
f sip of the flask kept them going
at rung.
j A pair of self-appointed cheerleaders halfway up in the stands
fried to fill in the gaps.
I "What's wrong with these peojle? The MAC title is on the line,"
one of them yelled.
I "They look cute In their little
sorsages but I can't get them
•syched," he said. "They're
afraid they'll lose their reputation in a conservative crowd."

Best Collegiate Records!
(Since 1991)
Team Rank

W

L

Pet.

1. Florida State
2. Alabama
3TaxasA&M
4. Miami (Fla.)
5. Notre Dame
6. Nebraska
7. Florida
8. Bowling Green
9. Washington
10. Michigan

38
38
36
33
35
34
34
31
31
30

4
4
5
5
6
6
8
7
8
7

.901
.895
.878
.875
.845
.841
.810
.800
.795
.788

(includes bowl games

Cates adapting
to BG's offense
by Pal Murphy
The BC News

"There's a new kid in town,
everybody's talking about."
Sophomore running back KeyIan Cates, a transfer from Ohio
Wesleyan University, rushed for
110 yards in the Falcons 384)
shellacking of Cincinnati last
Saturday. It was the first time a
BG back eclipsed the 100-yard
mark since Nov. 20, 1993, when
Zeb Jackson accomplished the
feat against Western Michigan.
And all this comes from a guy
who is listed as the Falcons
fourth-string tailback.
"Really, when I came here all I
saw was a senior running back
who was leaving and I saw
freshman and sophomores so I
thought it was up for grabs," said
Cates, a native of Columbus.
What was up for grabs is now
firmly in the grasp of Cates'
hands. He leads the Falcons with
322 rushing yards, 71 more yards
than pre season No. 1 rusher
Courtney Davis. His five yard
per-carry average is tops on the
club along with his five touchdowns.
"I think I have adapted well. I
have stepped up my play a level,"
Cates said.
Cates saw the game against
Akron as his first chance to crack
the lineup.
"Against North Carolina State I
came in a little nervous, but
against Akron I had 91 yards in
the second half. That half bur
sted the season off for me," he
said.
The coaching staff has been
gradually working Cates into the
lineup. They started putting him
in the second half during the lop-

sided BG victories. Against Cincinnati Cates saw some first half
action. Falcon offensive coordinator Micheal Faragalli sees
Cates getting more playing time
as the season progresses.
"We just need to work Keylan
in more into the offense so he becomes more comfortable with
the blocking schemes and other
aspects," said Faragalli. "He is a
big strong back and he has been
very effective for us."
Strength, is a skill that Cates
feels he possesses.
"My style goes two ways. I
have the speed to go around and
the power to go over people. I
think my style Is like Lorenzo
White's or Leroy Hoard's," added
Cates, who bench presses 300
pounds.
Before coming to BG, Cates
ran through the defenses in the
North Coast Athletic Conference.
In 1992 he was second team allleague selection rushing for 903
yards on 188 carriers. He had a
high of 139 yards against the College of Wooster.
Cates feels Division One football is a step up from Division
Three.
"The players are bigger, faster, they play with more spirit on
each play," Cates said. "There is
more meaning in each game."
Like the games, Cates finds
that there is more meaning in
each game for himself.
"If I have the opportunity I can
put back to back 100-yard games

Rameir Martin
Catches Yards Avg.
Year
1994
17
14.6
248
1993
56
876
15.6
9.7
1992
3
29
76
Career
1153 15.2

RAMEIR
which has given me a lot more
opportunities the last couple
of games," Martin said.
'Teams know now that if they
lean heavy to one side then the
other side's going to burn
them."
While Martin is excited
about playing In front of Saturday's homecoming game, he
said that he is going to approach it like any other
contest.
"You can't make one game
bigger than the other games,
you have to approach every
game as a championship

HOME FIELD
season, will put its No. 1 league time Blackney met with Lichtenranking on the line.
berg in friendly competition, the
Falcons shut down the Bobcats in
"I think we are a well condi- Athens, 20-0.
tioned football team and along
The last time the Bobcats
with the defense's determination
we hold our opponents to low defeated BG was in 1981 when
scores," Blackney said. The last they edged the Falcons 23-21.

WOVttS
CAR PARTS

Cards and Gifts and more

Balloons • Gift Baskets • Film Developing • Picture Frames •
Gourmet Coffees • Candy • And lots more

111 RAILROAD ST.^

352-1693

game. If we work hard every
week In practice and give
great effort in the games, the
end result should be a win."
"Homecoming is a great
time to expand on what we
have done so far this season,"
Martin said. "There should be
a lot of fans there, including a
lot of people coming back to
see how BG Falcon football is
doing. I'm just going to go out
there and give 100 percent
just like I do in every other
game and hopefully that
should be good enough for the
homecoming fans."

Continued from page fifteen.

Packages plus...

JeCtyBetty's FREEH

TD'S
4
5
0
9

Continued from page fourteen.
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You've Heard About us
Now Come see us
* Bring this ad and we'll *
Give you an ounce
of our Great
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Book's Bikes Book's Cap Parts
M-F 8:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.
S 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

102PoeRoad

353-8323
BOOK'S BIKES

M-F 8:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.
S 8:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

525 Pearl Street

353-5841
BOOKS CAR PARTS
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uvenirs

T-Shirts
kets
Sweatshirts
ennants
Kid's Clothing
Stadium Blankets
Shorts
Stadium Seat Cushions
Mugs
Baseball Caps
Glasswar
Decals
and other BGSU Merchandise

Good Luck to Coach Blackney & The Falcons

Univcnt? Bookstore
Conveniently Located on Campus
Main Floor Student Services Buildins
Open Homecoming 9:00 - 5:30
Regular Hours:
.^^^.^ .

¥i^^

riMaslerCardli j^ggfl* j

8:00-6:00 Mon.-Thurs.
8:00-5:00 Friday
9:00-5:00 Saturday
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Liz Phair
"Jurassic Park"
Q&A with Grcu Bell
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TTUffi (CdWIEIR SINDSTO
0> llittin' the Armchair Theater
What better way to save money and
enjoy a few hours of entertainment at
home than to rent some videos.

'Jurassic Park' hit (he video stores Monday for both renting
and purchasing.

IFIEATHUIBIES
41 It's not easy being good!
Kermit's Family Restaurant is one of
BG's best kept secrets. Josh Cable
explains why.

iDEiPArairHiiEFfirs
8 Greg Bell

S

He's seen it all, from movies to real
life, throughout his 11/2 years
working at Video Connection.

Events
From festivals to art to concrrts, you'll find it here.

3

Music Reviews
Liz Phair's *Whip Smart'

3

Theatre Review
'Run for your Wife* gets the write up from Melinda C.Monhart.

3

Video Review
Efk rVker takes another look at 'Jurassic fork*
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editor's letter
It's Friday; 8:35 p.m. It's raining, you're bored and way too broke to go
out. What will you do to cure the dreariness of reality. You rent a video for
under a buck and take a trip to some place far away from the couch you're
lounging on.
TIKII V the magic of a movie, and a home movie at that. With all the
different kinds and calibres of video rental available, one is almost sure to
find something of quality that will hit the spot for a couple hours on a slow
night.
So grab that video, feed it to your VCR, and take an entertaining trip to
another world, without any harmful side effects (except maybe nightmares if
it's a SHOCKER!) It's ok to be a couch potato once in a while.

Andy Dugan
editor

Weekend Reality

What's Buzzin' Around the Swamp
Today 10-7
• Merchandise Sale in the
Union Oval from 9:00 a.m. - 5:00
p.m.
• Master Hypnotist J.
Mediciaehat will be in the
Lenharl Crand Ballroom al H p.m.
• Top Can and Biikr Business
will be shown in 111 Olscamp Hall
today and tomorrow al 8 and 10
p.m.. Admission is $1.50.
• Boots? Collins will play al Ihr
Agora. 5000 Kuolid Ave., in
Cleveland. Call TicketMaster al 2415555.
' Scream Bloody Murder.
Headswisn. and Sound Mind
will be al the I'alaee Club, 2346
Grange Hall H.I. Dayton. Call 51.1223-PIINK for more info.
• Male with Heathers and
Roger Manning from NYC will
be al the Crog Shop, 1765 Coventry,
Cleveland Heights. Call (216) 3215588 for info.
• MOO PARTY with Bash
League. Eeonothugs and
Beano will be al Slache's, 2404 N.
High Si.. Columbus. Call (614) 2635318 for more info.
■ Moonlight Drive will be al the
Newport, N. High St., Columbus.
Call (614) 228-3582 for info.
• The Newport Jazz Festival
oa Tour will open The Toledo
Museum of Art's 1994-95 I'erislyle
Series with a performance al 8 p.m.
Celebrated trumpet player Jon
Faddis will lead the tour's group of
talented musicians. Tickets for the
series are available by calling 2558000.
• The Black Swamp Players present
"Same Time, Next Year- at thr
Black Swamp Thralrr al the
Woodland Mall today through
Saturday, Oct. 15. Adults $6.
Seniors and Students are $4.

Saturday 10-8
• The University will host a
Harvest Moon Daaee. featuring
music by the Johnny Knorr
Orchestra, from 8 p.m. to midnight
in the Lenharl Grand Ballroom of

program will be Dutch pianist
Vincent DeVries, who also is
studying piano with Rose.
Admission is free.
• The Method. Jack-o-nuts.
and Smoking Popes will be al
Ihe Palace Club. 2346 Grange Hall

Ihe Union, for tickets call 372-8181.
• Aa evening of dinner and
theatre, featuring the BCSU stage
prndueiii.ii of "Run For lour
Wye," will be presented on
campus. Tickets ure $24 per person,
for reservation! and details, call
372-8181.

Honeybum will be al the Palace
Club. 2346 Crange Hall Rd.. in
Dayton, (ill 513-223-PUNK for more
info.
• Laujwagon. SLOAN and
Strung Out will be at the Crog
Shop. 1765 Coventry, Cleveland
Heights. Call (216) 321-5588 for info.

Rd. Daylm. Call 513-223-PUNK for
more info.
• Rhythm Collision and
Whatever and Aggravators
will be al the Grog Shop, 1765
Coventry, Cleveland Heights. Call
(216) 321-5588 for info.
• Copernicus will be at Slache's.
2404 N. High St.. Columbus. Call
(614) 263-5318 for info.
■ MC 900 Ft Jesus with Arils
the Spoonrnau will be at the
Newport, N. High St., Columbus.
Call (614) 22*3582 for info.

• Face Paiatlng and Pictures
with Freddie and Frieda
Falcoa at the stadium from 11:00 1:00 p.m.
• Homecoming Football
Came against Ohio University at
1:00 p.m.
• Odd Cirl Out with Letter to
Cleo will be at the Grog Shop. 1765
Coventry. Cleveland Heights. Call
(216) 321-5588 for info.
• Akoostik Hookah will be at
I'eabody's Down Under. 1059 Old
River Rd.. Cleveland Flats at 10 p.m.
$6 at door. (atll (216) 241-0792 for
more info.
• Watershed with Cool Hand
Band will be at the Newport. N.
High St.. Columbus. Call (614) 2283582 for info.
• Jazz Harpist Deborah
Henson-Conant will be at the
University of Toledo's Center for Ihe
Performing Arts at 8 p.m. $12
General Admission. $10 Students
and Toledo Jazz Society members.
Call 471-1336 for info.
• ladlgo Girls will perform at
Hill Auditorium. 825 N. University,
Ann Arbor. Reserved tickets $20/
$25. Call (313) 6654755 for info.
• Toledo Opera present "The
Daughter of Ike Regiment" al
8 p.m. Tickets range from $5-$45 al
Ihe Toledo Opera Box Office. Call
255-7464 (SING).

Wednesday 10-12

Monday 10-10
• The University's College of
Musical Arts will present its annual
Music Discovery Day for high
school students. For more info and
registration, call 372-8181.
• The 1930 Cerman film "The
Blue .■Ingrt," directed by Joseph
von Slernberg, will be shown with
subtitles at the Cish Film Theater at
8 p.m. Admission is free.
■ Sweetest Day Sale in the
Union Foyer today through Friday
from 10 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
• Helios Creed will be at the
Grog Shop, 1765 Coventry, Cleveland
Heights. Call (216) 321-5588.
• Live, with Weezer, will be at
the Newport. N. High St.,
Columbus. Call (614) 228-3582 for
info.
• UFOn The Hidden History
by expert lecturer Robert Hastings
will take place at MeBride
Auditorium at the University's
Firelands campus.

Sunday 10-9

■ The University's Faculty
Artist Series continues with a
recital featuring pianist and
University Artisl-in-Residence
Jerome Rose and pianist Janina
Kuzmiekaile in a program entitled
"Coneerti in I) minor" al 4 p.m. in
Kobacker Hall of the Moore Musical
Arts Center. Assisting in ihe

Tuesday 10-11

• The University's theatre
production of **Spr*d-th*-l'lou"
will be presented at 8 p.m. today
and will go through Saturday's 2
p.m. showing Admission is $2 and
seating is limited to the first 75
patrons. The play contains adult
situations; discretion is advised.
- "Yaffonut Velvet," a 1944
motion picture starring Elizabeth
Taylor, will be shown at 7:30 p.m. in
the Gish Film Theater. Admission is
free.
• The Green Door with Angus
Maying Trio and The Cecil
Keenler Trio will be at Top Cats.
2820 Vine St, in Cincinnati's
University Village. Call 513-281-2005
for more info.
• The Jon Spencer Bines
Explosion with Thinking
Feller* Union Local 282 and
Monster Truck 005 will be at
Slache's, 2404 N. High St.,
Columbus. Call (614) 263-5318 for
info.
• Love Spit Love will be at the
Newport- IN. High St., Columbus.
Call (614) 228-3582 for info.

Thursday 10-13
• The 15th annual University
New Music and Art Festival
opens with a composition seminar
with guest composer John
Corigliann at 3:30 p.m. in the Music
Technology Studios, 2102 Moore
Musical Arts Center. An exhibition
of paintings and prints by faculty
artist Janet Rallweg opens at 7:30

• "Opera do Matandro," *'
1987 film directed by Km Guerra.
will be shown in ihe Afriran Film
Series al 7:30 p.m. in (he Cish Film
Theater. Admission is free.
• Delta 72. kuli.it) and

352-0796
HOURS: 6:00 AM -1 2 00 MIDNIGHT
MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY
SERVICE AREA: BOWLING GREEN

$2.00 Fare

$1.00 Fare

Children

For Persons
4-64 Yrs. of Age

For Elderly (65+).'
Handicapped Persons
Children 4-12 yrs. when
accompanied by an adult.
Transit I.D. Card Required*

4 VRS. OR UNDER 40 IBS.

Ride Free Of Charge
with adult.

Child must ride In Child Restraint^
Seats provided.

Call 354-6203 For More Information
'Transit 1.0. Cards Available Al Grants Administrators Oflice
■trvice '■
Van lift Available:
Iinanced in parl
Wheelchair Access &
tioman
opomlng
Call 1 Hr.
-Group Sealing Available
assistant* gram
Before
(fom ODOT ft
FT*.
Service
is Needed

p.m. in the Kennedy Green
Room. University faculty,
student* and guest artists
will perform chamber must
by Benjamin Boone, Anne
Mr,mi' and Jeffrey Has* at
6:30 p.m. in Bryan Recital
Hall. A concert featuring
"IWm in October" by Johr
Corigliano with tenor Robtrt
11 Bracey and the premier*
performance of "Rustles of
Spring" written by William
Albright for saxophonist
John Sampen in Kobacker
Hall. Admission is free.
- "Rebel Without a
Coaif,", 1955 film
directed by Nicholas Ray, will I
be shown at 9 p.m. in the
Cish Film Theater. Admissi»n|
is free.
• John Hammond with
Duke RobiUard will beat |
Slache's, 2404 N. High St.,
Columbus. Call (614) 2635318 for info.
• Love Spit Love with
the Gigolo Aunt* will 1M
at Peabody's Down I'nder,
105° Old River Rd..
Cleveland Mats, at 8 p.m. 99
in advance. Call (216) 2410702 for info.
• 1.7. with Melvlns, will be|
at the Newport. N. High St..
Columbus. Call (614) 228-

3582.

■ The Toledo Museum of Art |
presents Free Thursday
Gallery Talks with
"Scratching Ihe
Surface: Ancient
Marble Sculpture,"
lectured by Timothy Motz.
publications assistant, at
1:30 p.m. in the Herrick
Lobby inside the Grove Place
entrance.

:**•*••**••••••••••••*•*••*•**
*
*
Saturday, Oct. 8, '94
*
6:30
*
*
Anderson
Arena
*
*
*
Dance will follow
*
FEATURING
*
one of Ohio's best DJ's
*
*
CO-CHISE
*
'til 2 a.m.
*
*
in the mornin'
*
FLOOR SEATING: $13
*
RESERVE SEATING: Si I
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

i 1191 V72-8(XH
UTUUit. OCT. I, l»«
fit) ML
jxtriioa »»i

Sponsored by:
Multicultural Homecoming

Committee with
B.B.C.A., B.S.U., UAO. P.H.C,
Multicultural Affairs U.S.G..
Dry Dock, L.S.U., M.C.A.,
WBGU, Finders,
Madhaltcr, SAO
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^
*
*
*
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It's Not Easy Being Good
Kermit's Family Restaurant is discovered and well-liked
by Josh Cable
First iiii|>ri --inn- are
important* and Kermit's
ratnil*- Ur-I.iiir.inl putl off
an unmUtsk&blc one. From
the dreary light-blue drapea
to the wood-toinale
overbangi Kermit's screams
"laniil*. restaurant. Inside,
you enter the realm of an
archetypal American diner,
where the customer reaps
the benefits of friendly.
family-like service. And no,
this isn't a paid
advertisement for Kermit's.
Granted. I'm a pushover
for cosy lillli* diners. In
such jaded and hostile
times, the congenial
atmosphere of u family
restaurant seems to have
been •\sept to the wayside hv
impersonal. Million-dollar
t.i-t-t'H'i! conglomerates. In
a waVi familv diner*- are one
of the la-t bastions of smalltown Americanna, a
throvthack to another time.
This is certainl) evident in
the large contingent of old
folk- win- populated

Kermit's during mj visit.
Watching them lasil) loiter
and drink (heir coffer. I
wondered if they misted the
goml uld days. YOU can he
•■lire where there S old lolk-.
there- -oine reminiscing
going on.
Kermit's wa- bustling at
lunchtime. Although the
old timer- were out in full

force, it was a prelt\ mixed crowd.
consisting of mostly grubhv working
people on their lunch hreak. Manx
of them knew the waitresses h>
name, and vice versa (-ugge-liug the
existancc of "regulars," who always
ordered "the usual*). While
Kermit'- wa* busy, the service didn t
suffer one hit.
The lunch special 1 hut da> was
Meal loaf, mashed potatoes with
gravj. veggies, and a roll for 3.95.
Personally I think meatloaf is
revolting. so I passed on that one.
Hut (he guv next to me ordered it.
and he really seemd to lie enjoying
himelf (I thought hr might eat his
plate while he was at it).
As for me, I had to go with the
restaurant's namesake, so I ordered
the world-renonwned "Kermit
Melt." 1 was hardlv finished with

im salad when the waitress brought
it out.
To Me honest, (he Kermit Melt
isn't all that pleasing t«• the rye. (hi
lir-t dance, it look- like someone
defleated a sandwich unto a plate
with some trench fries. Itnt looks
ran Me de< civing, and the old saying
hold- true for the Kermit Melt. It
wa- quite Last) (and piping hot).
While the Kermit Melt wa-one of

■ Me most delicious sanwiches I've

had in a while, the french fries
were onlv average. The) were too
greasy and crunchy for my taste.
And yet I was so entranced by the
quality of the Kermit Melt that
popping fries into my mouth
I" ■ addictive. Free refills on

Coke was a bonus.

Now what'- a trip to a family
diner without -otne homeade pie? I
asked myself that question* only to
determine that my trip would be
worthless without a slah of some
homeade joy. I chose the la-t piece
of coconut cream, which was
proutlK presented to me My my
waitress. V minute or two later I wain heaven.
I left Kermit's feeling ver) high,
from all that caffeine and -ugar. Hut
there was more to it than that. The
friendly service and relaxing
atmosphere invigorated my spirits.
Although I stuck out like a sore
thumb with my backpack and
college gear. 1 fell at ease. And that s
an acconiplisliment, as many adult
establishments tend to alienate

college-age kids.
My waitress was really nice. Instead
of making me feel like Mime stupid
college kid. she treatetl me just as she
would treat all the other smelly oldtimers with exposed nose hair ami
smoker'-cough, lor that . I rewarded
her with a gencrou* tip {one dollar!).
Without the -lice of pie. m> hill
would come to about *i* bucks,
which included The Kermit Melt.
Fries, a Coke, and a salad, One
complaint is that fries were extra.
Offer a Kermit Melt and fries on a
comho for four bucks, and you've gut
yourself a formidable deal.
All in all. Kermit's was an enjoyable
and reasonably-priced family dining
experience.

Details
K.rmiCs Family
Restaurant
• When-: 316 I'.. Wooster
• Phone: 358-1504
•Crrdit (iurd>: Disrovor.
Master Turd. \i>a. \m Express

•Hours: Mon.-W.-il.il a.m.:
2:30 a.m. Sun 12 p.m.-2:30
a.m.
•Rating(out of five O):
OOOOO

Even though It i- defrfgned "** a family restaurant, individual-* who hander Tor a Kermit Melt
are always welcome and always leave* natlsfted

COME OUT FRIDAY
AND SEE-

MU

ADMISSION S3 00

CHICAGO
RHYTHM & DLUES KINGS
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PRESENTS

TOLEDO
RECORD & CD
COLLECTOR'S SHOW
TOLEDO. OHIO
SUNDAY. OCTOBER 9TH
10:00 AM- 5:00 PM

STOP BY SATURDAY
TO SEE-

104 S. MAIN

SOUNDS UNLIMITED PRODUCTIONS

353-0988

AT: HOLIDAY INN SOUTHWYCK
II 00 OFF ADMISSION WITH THIS AD
2428 REYNOLDS ROAD
(EXIT 4 OFF OHIO TURNPIKE 80-80)

BUT ■ SELL ■ TRADE
MUSIC COLLECTABLES FROM THE

50's BO's 70s BO'sOO's
LP's - CD's - 45"s - 12 Inch singles ■ imports
posters - magazines - books - concert photos- videos
t shirts • cassettes - pins • patches and much mom"!

FOR DEALER INFO CALL Blaln at (616) 375 - 2776
DOOR PRIZES

Weekend Reality

Greg Bell
He's seen it all - both in the movies and in real life during his 1 1/2 years of working in Bowling Green's
Video Connection
So you cone in and yon see a
poster on my wall, that means
I'll recommend It.

I like to wateh them get
embarrassed.

"Will this show me how to
have anal sex with my wife?"

Andy: Do you like working si
Video ConneetionT
Greg: I love il.
AniK: Do you watch ■ lot of
movies?
Greg: (He laughs) Movies are my
pastime, My entire apartment is
motion picture posters.
Anil*: Cool.
Greg: I wanted lo make sure I did it
right so I only used motion picture
posters of movies that I would
recommend to someone. So you
come in and you sec a poster on my
wall, that means I'll recommend it.
Andy: Cool. What klad of
posters do you have?
Greg: I've got "The Fugitive." "In
The Line of Fire," "What's Hating
Gilbert Grape," "Threesome," "The
Chase," "Schindler's List." 'The
Crow."
Andy: How was "The Crow?"
Creg: Kxcellent. But I'm kind of
hiased, though, because Krandon
Lee is one of my favorite guys. I also
have "Jurassic I'ark." hut that's a
given.
Andy: So did yon like
"Jurassic Park" on video?
Greg: Actually it's a good movie if
you read the lunik. The hook
will always be heller. Hut when you
take a format which is made for a
book and try and put il in a motion
picture, you're going to lose a lot.
And that's jusl a given. Hut for what
they had lo work with they did a
good job.
Andy: At Video Connection,
how many different varieties
are there?
Greg: We have horror, sci-fi, actionadventure, wc have comedy, we have
a kids' sect ion, we have drama, we
have an adult section.
Andy: Is that in the back
room?
Greg: We have electronic
surveillance so no one gets crazy
back there. We have a
foreign section, western. We have a
special interest section which is
basically anything that doesn't fit

KuPPfi DCiTR PftOUDIV CONGRRTUMTCS:

Teresa 'Bue/Uer
Motty Sharp
"Karen McCann
Lauri Moldy
"Wendy "Braatz
FOR HIGH6ST PL€DG€ GPP. ON CAMPUS!

Weekend Reality

into any of the other categories.
And. of course, we have
new releases.
Andy: What movies do most
people get?
Creg: Right now what's the hoi
runners? I'm assuming Jurassic Kirk
is going to be gone. Since I've been
working there, we've had the most
of that movie than we've ever had of
anylhing else. We have 75 copies to
rent and over 200 lo sell. Usually
on an average we'll get 35 copies of a
big movie.
And*: Why such a big jump?
Greg: Because it's such a big seller.
The movie in the box office made
$90 billion, and it ran for a year and
two months, which is the longest
any movie has run in the
box office. That is just incredible.
Now if I would have made that
movie, that would have just been
enough to retire on.
Andy: (Laughs)
Greg: Almost. $90 billion, I think I
could handle thai.
Andy: What is the most
popular category of movies
being rented.
Greg: Thai's tough. It depends on

the type of groups that eome in.
Sometimes you can menially pick
where people are going to go by who
they're with. Five guys come
in go straight to the video games,
look, don't gel anything and then go
over to comedy.

Andy: What's yonr most
memorable experience I
so far?
Greg: This older gentleman
came in. and I would have to |
guess that he was al least 60
years old. I was the only one
working, the store was
Andy: Really?
empty. The man walks
Greg: Yeah. It fits. A group of girls
straight back to the adult
will go over to the new releases and section, and he comes right
instead of getting comedy they'll get back out. I thought he was
drama. A couple, or a group of
confused, that he thought il
couples, they'll come in. hit the new was something else. Then I
releases, and if they can't find
noticed that he had a
anything they go to horror-sci-fi or
tape, lie brings up this tape
to the adult room.
and sets it down and looks al |
me with the mosl
Andy: What's it like when
sincere look and asked. "Will
someone rents oat an adult
this show me how lo have
film?
anal sex with my wife'/" I
Greg: It doesn't bother me at all, but looked down at the tape and
I like lo watch them gel
it was "How To Perform Anal
embarrassed. You'll gel
Sex." I just wanted to
the older guys in and they'll throw
bust.
the video on ihe counter and make
Andy: What did you
it look like they don't care like
say?
"Yeah I'm renting Thai's right. Why Greg; Whal could I say. Like
do you care?" You gel younger aged It I our job to watch them
people they ronie in and they'll be
first. I said "I guess so." So
looking around and turn the
the guy said, H0.K.,Wc1l just
cover over on the counter.
lake it for one night."

Prices are Falling on
CD's and Tapes,

tj* $11.96
*oc^$8#26

Save on our Large Selection of videos.
100's to choose from at always the
lowest price

WAL MART
Eicludu double packs end extended length
New Store Hours: Mon. - Sal. 7a.m. -11 p.m.:
Sunday 10 a.m. - 8 p.m.

1120 S. Main St. at W. Gypsy Lane Rd.
BOWLING GREEN
October 7,1994

A Night at Arm
Getting c
renting w

ever in my
life had I

by Eric Parker

Vulture* - these customers
circle and surround other customerwho are returning videos to see if the\
are bringing back something they
would like to rent. Vultures also
frequently "perch" themselves on I he
store's counter and ask. "(nit any new
stuff back there that hasn't been |iul
out yet'/"
LOAI Puppies - customers
who have no specific flavor of movie
so they browse aimlessly throughout
(In- store announcing, "I don't know
what to rent." This can then lead to
one of the most difficult questions a
video store clerk can face... Tan V >!
suggest a really, really good movie.'"
Tennis Playew - One of
the most comon types of renter-,
these customers engage in a con-tani

who doesn't..

...like watching movies. It may be a
time honored classic or the worst
piece of garbage ever captured on
film, but somebody out there loves it.
For many of us there is sometimes no
better way to relax than to plop down
in our favorite chair with a couple of
our favorite movies rented from our
favorite video store. Regardless of
our tastes or personal interests, video
stores are practically guaranteed to
have something for any one of us.
How do I know (his you ask? Because I'm employed by

Weekend Reality

in, grab it, pay for i( and vim are
on your way. For many selecting
videos, it ran he half I lit- fun of
VfoOO viewing or one of the most
|difficult and frustrating activities n|
their leisure lime. There tr« endless
varieties of video renters, hul despite
■ his diversity many of their practices
and behaviors ran fall into one of
following three categories:

one of Howling Creen's many video stores whieli allows me to witness
first-hand the broad range of people who find videos that are right up
their alley. It may come as no surprise to you that every night many
selections from every genre of film are rented. We all know the kinds of
videos in existence, whether they be box office hits or death-related
documentaries, lew of III will openly discuss or admit that we rent and
view one variety... pornographic films.
Um N. Main St.
J54-I40I
llimrs: Sun Thlirs:
10 a.m.-It> p.m.:
Kri, Sal.: Ill a m.midnight

More than likely you would be surprised by the shier number
and diversity of | pie who rent adult videos. One is ignorant who
believes adult video tapes are mil popular or mainstream in this day
and age. Because of this popularity and also the low cost of each
cassette to the rental establishment ($8-$25 average), adult movies
generate extraordinary profits. So much, in fact, that special adult
video "rooms" or sections have become commonplace in almost all
privately owned video store.
By working in a video store, I have also become very aware to
the multitude of different human behaviors exhibited in there. When
going to the video store, many customers may feel there is little
involved in choosing their videos, hut the opposite is true. Don't get me
wrong though, for some of us selecting movies is really easy, you just go

u

ichair Theatre
cheap kicks
weekend flix
VIDEO

220 W. wWler St.
8B4TO6
Umrs: 10 a.m. • II
.m. everyday

CONNECTION

1(17 S. Main Si.
game of wmti returns and volleys of
mvie suggestions anil indecisivenei
TuOra ire two different types of ii>nni>
plavers, tile |"T-II.H|IM I it n - .mi) the
appeasers. A tvpical exchange
between persuader-critics gi>es like
this:
11 nut) |: "Hey! Left get Spocebotti I
-wear it's the funniest movie you'll
ever ice!
I i;- M'l 2: "No way. that sucked! Lei's
rent Cheer h and Chong i'p In Smoke."
friend I: ~l>umb. How about a
Swwn Seagal movie?"
Friend 2: "(Jive me a break, 11
i flicks are terrible!!"
This run around can
continue for hours, and believe me it
has. The appeasers typically come in
the form of romantically involved
couples and like the persuader-critics
their "'tennis matches'* can last just as
nn£ Here is an all too common
example:
Guy: "I>o you want to see The Crou'f"
Girl: "Only if you do."
Guy: "No, no. let's get something you
really want to see."
Girl: "Go on get The Crow because
regardless «>f what we rent I'll
pmkiliK ju-i fall asleep anyway."
Guy: "\o. I alwavs pick, *tou pick."

Girl: "No. you pick."
Well, somehow these couple*
manage to select videos, usually
resorting to the "you pick one. and
I'll pick one method." It should also
be noted thai a new "tennis match"
can be started al the check-out
counter when couples argue over who
hill payRenting and watching movies
has always been one of my favorite
activities, and by judging ihe number
and success of video stores in Bowling
(.reen, it's one of your's loo. It is easy
and great fun to temporarily lose sight
of our problems with a good comedy,
release stress with a good scare, or
even cleanse our emotions with a tearjerker. Videos allow yon to explore
other reaches of life and culture,
while oftentimes educating you
through the entertainment provided.
Hey, after all, you can brush up on
your geography by watching Indiana
Jones' plane trace across the globe in
Haiders of the Lost Ark. Videos are
great fun and they are a real cheap
form of entertainment, so go out and
rent some. Just make sure vou return
lhem on time.

'lour\: 9 a.m.Tliilnigtit rvrryilay

u

l

j

iim.N. Main Si.
//our*; Sun-Tlmr*:
8 a.m.-11 ji.m.;
M.. Sal.: open 24

L_

J

Thg=
Video Spectra
'ashington
downtown)
.1524171
Hours: Sun-Thurs 10 a.m.-ll
p.m.; Kri, Snl HI :■ n| ■

—i

10 B. WoNterSt.
EM-LATE (528.1)
J oum Siin-Thtir*.:
■ DOn-l a.m.; In and
at.: '

N I a.m.

UcrLmd KralUr/krlly Icudrkr
\ Mco stores are constantly filled with people looking for weekend advrnturr.
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CD

does share some of the same
qualities - dirty lo-fi production,
Liz Phair
simple instrumentation and brutally
Whip-smart
cutting lyrics - on Whip-smart.
Matador Records
Phair actually sounds as if she has a
oooo 1/2
glimmer of hope buried somewhere.
Music crilics and fans of Consider "Co West," where Phair
Lit Phair looked forward to sings about leaving town in a big way
the release of her second
after a ruined relationship: "fin nol
album wild ei|iial measures muting forward tu missing you/Hut I
of hopeful anticipation and must hare something belter to io/l'vt
dread. Afler creating an
got to tear my life apart and go icest
earthquake with her 1993
young man/And I feel like I've got
debut Exile in Guyville (a
something to prove/But in some nays
song by song response to
it's just something to do..." Sung over
the Rolling Stones' Exile
a loosely arranged piano, drums and
On Main Street), topping all guitar, Phair gives a quality of
the "Top Ten Albums of
adventure, of starting a new phase of
"93" lists, and sweeping the life to the song, not one of running
important Village Voice
away.
critics poll, how could
As on Exile, Phair is once again
Phair top herself?
working with Brad Wood and Casey
The crilics and the fans
Rice, who play most of the back up
shouldn't have worried.
instruments, as well as recording and
With Whip-smart. Phair
mixing Wliipsmart. Together, this
doesn't outdo her first
team has created not just a follow up
album, but instead reaches to a stunning debut, but one that
the same glorious musical
equals its intensity and emotion in
and lyrical heights on
an entirely different direction. One
different ground. It's
can only wonder what Phair's next
impossible to view Exile in
album will achieve. They do say the
Guycille and Wliipsmart in third lime's a charm...
the same light. Although it
— Anita j. Michel

Theatre
Runt For Yoar Wife
Eva Marie Saint Theatre. RCSII

OOOO
For Mime men the thought of two
women in their lives is a dream, but
for John Smith it is a rttlit) in Hun
For Your HViJfe , written by Kay
Cooney and directed by K Scott

Regan.
John (Brian Wright) is a taxi
driver in England leading an
extraordinary double life. Mary
Smith (Diane Weider) was married
to John in a church three years ago.
John and Mary live in Wimbledon.
Only four and a half minutes away,
in Streatham. is Barbara Smith,
(Julie Karges) John's other wife.
John drove Barbara home in his taxi
one day, and she invited him to stay
for a cup of tea. One cup led to
another, Barbara proposed, and they
were married only four months after
John married Mary.
This farce follows John through
his constant battle in keeping two
wives happy as he gets himself into
more trouble trying to hide all of
this from friends, neighbors and the
police. The harder John tries to keep

I

RENT A NEW
RELEASE GET A
GENERAL TITLE

RENT THIS ACCLAIMED HIT TODAY!
Over 60 Critics Agree
"ONE OF THE YEAR'S
10 BEST FILMS!"

I
I

OwiwtoltoupoiK■<■',' >:-I
Conad bt combined witli oriw ^aciob.
VIDIO CONNECTION
IV
COUPON EXPIRES . 1/1 1/9*
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I

FAR E WEU

r
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'
|
,
|

99* i
OM rental coupon pet wit, please.
Cannot b« cornbincd with orhef spcxiob.
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Chinese wnh Yellow English Sublilles

production provide a well done
visual effect.
The pre-show music was like the
sound track for a cartoon. The
sounds were a prelude to the chaos
that surrounds John's life.
This farce was done in British
dialect. The work of the entire cast
paid off in a convincing Meant that
was only broken two or three times.
As I walked into the Eva Marie
Saint Theatre, I immediately
noticed of the bright pink and blue
colors that dominate the set. There
are differences in the blue/pink
flower patterns to indicate two
homes. Look closely at the patterns
from one side of the set to the other
and notice how it represents Smith
running after two wives in opposite
directions.
All together RIM For Your Hifr
has brought together two hours of
entertainment that serve as a
welcome distraction from mid-term
exams.
This production mns today
through Oct. 8 at 8 p.m. and 9 at 2
p.m. For ticket information, call ihe
Box Office. 372-2719. or Theatre
Office. 372-2222.
Melinda C Monharl

the motion picture induairy.
In !P. diDOMur Jblopal ta Eoaad in
iiiMbe«ipeSfiril)
Jura wine iturk
In 3ml>Wiw63 minimi
Ki.ir.1 FC-IS, 127 min.
','$***■ -4learn of acientiata led l.y
Ml: V'Univeml Horn' Vidro
"Rii tiard. ^teolHirough geoetieeli>
OOOO 1/2
. reprinliHT iln .1 dinoeaura from Ihr
0^ in tin-prrltbtoria blood. These test 1 11 Ingrown dinoeaurOno p( ihr mini exciting
•re kept exclusively ou ai, 1 aland in
jilwiUUr.'!OllH(iful| liiii'f finally
" I he $041 h 'IVlf io whir It, * hen I he
arrived in vioY.i stores lliis part
llipt>- begin*, has been till ".formed
Tuesday, .feirasak 1'uik, llio luiumcr
Ullo Ihe v„rlil'- most mphmtici.tnl
;
of I'MJ blo'tkbualer from fteveu.
thcmf "(feljfc^Thrfp of the worlds
Spielberg, U one of the nm-1
top ecient lau, well portrayed bj Sam
I.isc mating and original science
N'eiU, Laura Dern and Jeff
fit I inn, atoriea to ever be adapted for Goldblum, are given a sneak preview
of the park to see if il is both safe
and genuine.
5in5»ClA-ifl IKAIW'
»SOWUNG CM EN • 353 1)41
The real fun of Jl' begins when
.1
trouble strikes ihe island. We are
then taken on u <|uiek-paeed.
suspense filled journey thai never
drags on right up Io the somewhat
Share iftt adventure
ft
ineonelusive finish, bul never fear, a
ML Aim.
sequel is presently in the works.
Mmm
2 00 8 100
The only real problem with JP is
it's lightning-quick pace moves in
and out of several sub-plots before
Frl. a Sal.
7:15 4
they can ever he developed well.
U
KE£«E . "ML ■MafcjM Most of Jl* is either fascinating or
truly terrifying, and the action is
T
great. The effeels are tremendous,
COULD HAPPEN and rarely is il obvious that the
1(,
Nightly 9:30 only
EJ
\t)ll
dinosaurs are just effects and nol
real.
Coming attractions
'True Lies" & "Little Rascals"
• Eric Parker

BLACK
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these two lives separate, the more
problems he creates.
John keeps a schedule, written in a
secret code, of when he should be
with each wife. One morning John
came home late because he was
treated at the hospital after an old
lady hit his head with a handbag
when he fought off two muggers
from her. John's wives were worried,
so they called the police to report
him missing. It was all downhill from
there for John.
A key to the success of this cast is
its chemistry. Everyone played off of
each other, setting up perfect
moments for laughter.
Wright's portrayal of John made
the character believable, not only
physically, but his face and expressive
eyes gave John even more depth and
remained a constant throughout the
production.
Further into the second act foul
Schultz, who plays the part of
Stanley Gardner, takes on even more
life. Schultz and Wright create a very
comedic duo.
As the wives, Weider and Karges
make their frustrations with their
husband John and each other very
obvious. The small temper tantrums
that each one of them throws in this

(419)353-5403
13598 W. KramorRd.
Bowling Qraon, OH
1 mile S. of RL 6
where 25 & 6 mast

•
•
•
•

Trail Rides
Pony Rides
Riding Lessons
Reservations Necessary
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Setup S8S fill
Setup $134 02
Setup* Include Tank, Flourescent
Hood, Under Crovel Filler*, Air Pump,
H.oler, Chemlcali, Net, Tubing,
':: Themoraeter
Mon-Set 12-8; Sunday 12-5

■Jurassic Park
■Above the Rim
•Summer
Slam '94

■Urban Strike
■Jurassic Park
Rampage
•NHL '95
•Dick Vitale's
College Hoops

•Troy
Aikman
Football

Only 10 minutes from BG.

420 Louisiana Ave. Perrysburg
419-874-6504

No Membership
Required
WMM

Mon. • Thurv 10-10
Me tat 10-11
Sunday 10-9

We Accept A)
Competito-"s Vickoj
Coupons
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FRIDAY EVENING
6:00
6:30
7:00
Extra
O News

o

ID
IB
O

7:30

MANTIS.

9:00
x-Fik»

10:00

News

Movie: "Hurt Penguins"

News

Late Show

TV Censored Bloopers

News

Tonight Show

20/20

H. Patrol

Cops

Diagnosis Murder

News

NBC News

Ent. Tonight

Movie: "Saved by the Bell: Wedding in Las Vegas"

Rush L.

ABC News

Fresh Prince Extra

Fam. Mat.

Business

MecNeil/lehrer Newshour

Wash Week Wall St.

Barry ManHow: The Best of Me

Boy-World

Step by S.

Mr. Cooper

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

McLaughlin

Wash. Week Will St.

PoWark

Ms. I Oliver

Simpsons

Married...

Coach

MANTIS.

X-Files

Star Trek: Next Gener

Boseanne

Goklen Girls Married...

Price

M.A.N.T.I.S.

NHL Hockey: Detroit Red Wings at San Jose Sharks

Sportscenter

Auto Racing:

NASCAR Late Model Stock NHL Hockey: Detroit Red Wings at San Jose Sharks

Movie: "Three lor Hit Road"

Nightline

Movie: "Maid to Order"

3 0 Clock

Served

Instructional

Charlie Rose

In the Heat ol the Night

Night Court

Star Trek: Next Gener

12:30

1:00

Feed-Mind

Pax) Prog.

Space Precinct

Real Fishing

House

Home

Driver's Seat Gardener

Beakman

Slorybreak

Sportscenter Bowling

| Movie: "ChantHly Laos

1:30

2:00

2:30

Movie: "Beat Street"

3:30

3:00

4:30

4:00

Tough Target Beverly HiPs. 90210

Pax) Prog.

Assignment Adventure

Pel Con

Driver's Seal Disability

TBA

Showcase

TBA

Gunsmoke

In Wildness

Paid Prog.

Emer. Call

College Football: Slanlord al Noire Dame

TBA

Tnalhlon: Canadian Chmp.

Swimming and Diving: Work) Championships

Dreams

Inside SMI

Paid Prog.

Paid Prog.

PardProg.

Bugs &T.

Addams

Weekend

Science Guy To Be Announced

Maximum

College Football: Michigan at Iowa

Look & Cook

Kitchen

Marcia Adams' Kitchen

Burt Wolfs Chocolate

Frugal Gourmet

Trailsxle

Naturescene Washington. DC: Our Nation's Capital

T. Old House iHomebme

Yankee Shop Kerfs

Gourmet

X-Men
X-Men

ESPN Outdoors

Sportsman

College Football. Miami at Rutgers

Sandiego

Star Trek: Deep Space Nine Movie: "The Karate Kid"

College Gameday

TIB "The Young Savages"

|MOV«:

Look & Cook Gnlkng
Paid Prog.

Sandiego

Star Search

|Movie

|w. Alexander Sol. Model

Garden

Babylon 5

Kung Fu: The Legend Com

Crusaders

Star Trek: Deep Space Nine

Horse Racing: Super Derby | Senior PGA Golf: Vantage Charnptonship

College Football: Wisconsin at Michigan Stale
"Leather Jackets"

5:30

5:00

Extra Ent. Magazine

BugsST

Wild America Naturescene Michigan

Newz
M'A*S'H

OCTOBER 1,1994

SATURDAY AFTERNOON
11:00
11:30
12:00

Garfiek) and Friends

12:30
1

Mysteryl

Wild Am.

Roseenne

12:00
Top Cops

Picket Fences

Movie: "Skeezer"

Cur. Affair

Last Can

CBC Prime Time News

Air Feroe

Under Suspicion

11:30

11:00

10:30

News

Wh. Fortune Jeopardyl

Front Page

«e Movie "The World's Greatest Lover"

CD
CD
©
®
CD
CD
©

8:30

CBS News

ESPN Match

o
o

8:00

H. Patrol

News

CBCNews

a
6D
CD
©

OCTOBER 7,1994
9:30

Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home"

Movie: "Afcve"

SATURDAY EVENING

o
o
CD
ID
S

ffl
GD
O

m

6:00

6:30

News
CBCNews

7:00

7:30

8:00
Cops

8:30
Cops

9:00

H. Patrol

H Patrol

Pars. Best

NHL Hockey: Toronto Maple Leals at Boston Bruins

9:30

Americas Most Wanted

10:00

CBS News

Wh. Fortune Cash Exp

Medicine Woman

Buchanans

News

NBC News

Enlartiinmant Tonight

Wilder

Sweet Justice

College Football

Crusaders

Movie: Summertime Switch"

Magic School Bus

Lawrence Wefc Show

Diana - A Princess Alone

Rhythm, Country ( Blues

Inn Country | TrarliKla

Lawrence Welk Show

III Fry Away

Movie: "Phffttl"

Baywatch

Simpsons

Simpsons

Cops

Cops

America's Most Wanted

Crypt Tales

Simpsons

Fresh Prince Simpsons

Coach

Cops

Cops

America's Most Wanted

News

Sportscenter Scoreboard

College Football: Florida State at Miami

ESPN Goll

TMC "Opportunity Knocks"

Movie "Ted and Venus

Hearts Afire

GIANT-SCHWINNTORO
102 PocRd

Road

News

Saturday Night Live

Commish

353-8323
M-F 8:00A.M. - 8:O0P.M
S
8:00A.M. ■ 5:00P.M.

IP'S

45"s
Indie-Labels
Local Music
T-Shirts
Slickers

10
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Empty Nest

Renegade

Austin City Limits

SumoBasho Hitch Hiker's Country

Previews

Crypt Tales

Browns' Insider

Star Trek

Court TV

Crypt Tales

Movie: "The Sentinel"

| Movie:

Crypt Tales

Sportscenter Matchup
Hard to Die

Rodeo
Sorority-2

-GLASS.
-crrY—
•FEDERAL.
.CREDIT UNION.

We Have Great
Personal Checking Accounts!

^jgWMfejs
Now Releases
(this week...
Monday Q>
Midnight
Jon Spencer Blues
Explosion
|
The Cramps '
Thug Life

$1.00 OFF
with this AD
On Items FViced S6.00 O More
NO LIMIT!!
.

Bikes rfi Mowers

Fresh Pnnce Family M.
Win Nelson, Lyle Lovett and Crowell

Football Scoreboard

Parlies
Every Monday

Videos

12:30

TBA

News

Now Relcisr
Imports
Poslers
Postcards

12:00

MovkK "The Gate"

Sisters

Tapes 8. CO ^

SCMW1NN

11:30
Crypt Tales

Walker, Texas Ranger

| Movie: "Article 99"

CYCL//VG AND FITNESS

11:00
Crypt Tales

| NHL Hockey: Calgary Flames at Los Angeles Kings

News

Empty Nest

10:30

News

Look What We Have To Offer
$ NO Monthly Service Charge
$ NO Mininimum Balance Required
$ Automatic Overdraft Protection
(helps prevent bounced checks)
$ NO per check charge*
$ Receive a MO ANNUAL m ATM
card
—— Call up for details
!~~~"~352-0787
Weekend Reality

*».

SUNDAY AFTERNOON
11:00
11:30
12:00
12:30
O Testaverde Paid Prog NFL Sunday
Alive
Meeting Place
O SOUp

ID
IB

m
w

©
©

so

Homes

Face Nation

Gary Moeiier Gary Pinkel

TBA

FtoundtaDle
J Cooper

2:00

2:30

Canada

[Perform

Rococop: The Senes

Editors

One on One

Wolfs Table |Gourmet

Painting

Sewing

Lawrence Weik Show

Adam Smith

Post_Game

Movte: "Uncommon Valor"

Art Linkletter on Aging

Newtons

Clut)

Nova

Old House

Paid Prog.

The NFL

NFL Sunday

NFL Football San Francisco 49ers at Oetrort Lions

NFL Sunday

Movie: "Chisum"

News

[CBS News

NFL Football
Extra: Ent Magazine

Ghostwriter

X-Files
Drag Racing: IHRA

8:30

Change of Place

NFL Football: Chiefs at Chargers

Target

| Paid Prog.

Horse Racing: Oak Tree

9:00

9:30

Married-

Married .

10:00

10:30

11:00

News

Conspiracy ol Silence

11:30

|venture

CBC Ne*s

Auto Racing: IndyCar - Monterey G.P.

News

Gunsmoxe

TBA

Unsolved Mysteries

Seaquest DSV

Movie: "Shattered"

News

Forever Knight

Emer. Call

Movie: "Nowhere to Hide"

Media

Walker

Siskel

Videos

On Our Own Lois a Clark-Superman

Carreras. Domingo. Pavarotti With Merita The Three Tenors in Concert

Ghostwriter

Nature

Austin City Limits

Masterpiece Theatre

Married...

Married...

Star Trek: Deep Space 9

Time Trax

09

NFL Football

Encounters: Hidden Truth

Simpsons

Hardball

Married..

Married.

News

Murphy B.

ESPN

Senior PGA Golf

NFLPrimetime

Cheendrs

Auto Racing: IndyCar - Monterey Grand Prix

we

Movie: "Tightrope" Cont'd

| "The Gun in Betty Lou's Handbag

Viewer's Choice

| Sports Xtra

Newz
Newz

| Movie

ESPN

NFLPrimetime
Jason Goes to Hell

Amos ^ Andrew"

OCTOBER 10,1994
7:00

Extra

H. Patrol

Cityscapes

Odyssey

8:00

8:30

9:00

9:30

Party ol Five

MUroae Place

10:00

10:30

11:00

News

Movie: "Conspiracy ol Silence"

11:30

12:30

12:00

Last Call

Top Cops
Watching

CBC Prime Time News

News

Mr. Bean

Northern Exposure

News

Late Show

News

Tonight Show

City Beat

CBS News

Wh Fortune Jeopardy!

Nanny

News

NBC News

Ent. Tonight Cur Affair

Fresh Prince Blossom

Movie: "Voices From Within"

Rush L.

ABC News

Fresh Prince Extra

Coach

Blue Skies

NFL Football: Minnesota Vikings at New York Giants

Highway Patrol

Math

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Future

Think Twice

Yanni in Concert: Live at the Acropolis

Great Health Care Deoate

WM Am.

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Vic at Sea

Living Planet: Earth

Great Performances

Simpsons

Married...

Coach

Meirose Place

Party ol Five

Slar Trek: Next Genei

In the Heat ol the Night

Roseanne

Golden Girls Married...

Price

Melrose Place

Party ol Five

News

Coach

Star Trek: Next Gener.

M-A'S'H

Mitch

Sponscenter

NFL Prime M snday

Timber

Sponscenter

Up Close

Roseanne

| Movie: "Parenthood"

A B.G.'s Largest
Selection of
Imported Beers
Where The Party
Starts!!!

South Side 6
Weekend Reality

7:30

News

TMC Teenage Mut ntNin|a

352-8639

Warriors

Straight Talk K Copeland

Sponscenter

| Movie: "Son-in-Law"

MONDAY EVENING
6:30

H. Patrol

Pennsylvania Diners

River Journeys

CBC News

12:30

Movie: "Is There Lite Out There?"

Hardball

o

12:00
Sports

Murder. She Wrote

Simpsons

IB
ID
SB
SB
SD
69
SB

| "Tightrope"

60 Minutes

Dr. Joyce Brothers Asks How s Love

News

Tony Brown

| Senior PGA Golf

Siskel

"Uncommon Valor" Cont'd Encountera: Hidden Truth

O

Heart to Heart-Disease

Movie: "Brain Smasher . A Love Story'

©

6:00

Jack Nickiaus

McLaughlin

NFL Football: Arizona Cardinals at Dates Cowboys

Motorcycle Racing: AMA

Movie: Avaton"

Movie:

Street Cents

Market

Contrary

Hardball

Ear-Grnd

Jackie Onassis-lntimate

Firing Line

8:00

5:30

Women in Sports

Heritage

Simpsons

]

TBA

Tony Brown

Movie: "Amos & Andrew'

5:00

NFL Football: Arizona Cardinals at Dallas Cowboys

Maximum

|On the Issue Ab Isolator

Drag Racing Shooting

4:30

Mov*:

NFL Football: Miami Dolphins at Buffalo Bills

Cooking

1

TBA

Editors

SUNDAY EVENING
6:00
6:30
7:30
7:00
Encounters: Hidden Truth
O NFL Football
Road to Aver lea
O Big Valley

4:00

TBA

Hawkeye

NFL Live

Sponscenter NFL Gameday

3:30

CFL Football Edmonton Eskimos at Hamilton Tiger-Cats

Used Cars

American Gladiators

3:00
Baywatch

Movie "Solo"

Week-David Brinkley

TMC "Juggernaut" Cont'd

m
m

1:30

Showcase

ESPN Reporters

ID
SB
©

OCTOBER 9,1994
1:00

737 S.Moin

Daves

Loves War

Murphy B

Encore!

Sports Xtra

Figure Skating: Tour ol Champions
Movie: "When Harry Met Sally"

| Movie: "Threi lor the Road

it«3
H-n

in

ii»)i

a[i

'i-Ji

■ii
>ii

1

o{, Fail 1994
oi Storewide
:,','
Sale
;,';Going on now
n
w

Charlie Rose

Served

i(-n

n0
t-y;
(a)
.|-)i

/kRollerbladelt$

248 S. Main St.,1,^'
Downtown ila»>
% TREKUSA
Bowling Green ''■
352-8578 'i.
1' !/■£?■..]> 7 ■ ■ ■ 7l 7i7 ■• ■ i»ii» *J21,

Instructional
Night Court

Newz

] Movie: "Excessive Foroa"'

VyjfiP

I63S. Mom
352-2595
fox 353-5210

SATURDAY NIGHT
FOOTBALU!!
CELEBRATE THE HOMECOMING
VICTORY WITH US...HOT RUM
& CIDER, ONION RINGS,
SANDWICHES «Jt MORE

i
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TUESDAY EVENING
6:00

O

o
ID
CD

6:30

7:30

7:00

8:00

8:30

9:00

10:00

9:30

News

Extra

H, Patrol

Movie: "Roseanne. An Unauthorized Biography'

News

CBC Nsws

On Road

Market Pi

5th Estate

Witness

CBC Prime Time News

Movie. "Beyond Betrayal

New^

CBS News

Wh Fortune Jeopardy1

Rescue 911

News

NBC News

Ent. Tonight Cur. Affair

Wings

Mad-You

Fraster

Frasier

m

Rush L

ABC News

Fresh Prince Extra

Full House

Boys

Home Imp

Grace Under Lonesome Dove-Series

Q>

To Read

Business

MacNeil/lehrer Newshour

Story of tne Great Black Swamp

GD

Wild Am

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshouf

m

Simpsons

Minted,.,

@D

Roseanne

ESPN Match

Dateline

American Experience

Coach

Movie: "Roseanne An Unauthorized Biography

NYPD Blue

Golden Gin's Married...

Price

Movie: "Roseanne An Unauthorized Biography

Npws

Sportscenter

Superoouts

[Motorcycle Racing

TMC Adventures ot Mark Twam | Movie "The Russia House'

Movie:

Last Call

Top Cops

Mr Bean

Watching

News

Late Show

News

Tonight Show

H Patrol

Cops

Nightlme

EastEnders

Whole,

[Drag Racing. IMRA

Coach

Drag Pacing NHRA
Movie

The Ambulance

6:00

6:30

o
CD
CD

a>
m

CBC News
News

7:00
Ex'r*

CBS News

New;

Night Court

Star Trek Next Gener.

M'A'S'H

Sporlscenter

Up Close

Hellraiser III Hell on Earth

[star Trek IV

OCTOBER 12,1994

WEDNESDAY EVENING
O News

Instructional

In the Heat ot the Night
Sports Xtra

Rough CuU

Charlie Rose

Served

Nova

OCTOBER 11,1994
12:00
12:30

News

Huey Lewis & the News: Four Chords

Vic at Sea

Rcseanne

11:30

11:00

10:30

'

7:30

8:00

8:30

Beverly Hills. 90210

H Patrol

AG-enne Clarkson

Jackaroo

Wh Fortune 1 Jeopardy'

Boys-Back

pads Girls

9:00

9:30

10:00

Models inc.

News

10:30

11:00

11:30

i

12:00

Last Can

'
iTop Cops
Watching

Jackaroo

CBC Prime Time News

News

Mr. Bean

Touched by an Angel

48 Hours

News

1 ate Show

Dateline

La* & Ore*.

News

Tonight Show

Turning Point

H Patrol

News

NBC News

Ent Tontghl iCur Affair

Cosby Myslenes

Rush 1.

ABC News

Fresh Prince [Extra

Thunder

Math

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Performance

Carole King - A New Colour m the Tapestry

I All-American Roseanne

Ellen

Cops

'

12:30
Personal

Nightiine

Charlie Rose

fiD ! Wild Am

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Vic at Sea

Performance

American Experience

60
BD

Simpsons

Married

Coach

Beverly Hills. 90210

Models Inc.

Star Trek: Next Gener

in the Heat ot the Night

Roseanne

Golden Girls Married..

P'ce

Beverly Hills. 90210

Models inc.

News

Coach

Star Trek: Next Gener

M'A'S'H

Sporlscenter

PBA Bowling Touring Players

Speedweek

Sportscenter Up Close

NFL Great

ESPN Match
TMC

The Skateboard Kid''

Roseanne

CJ
fcl

CD
CD

News

Extra

CBC News
News

Sports Xtra

Boxing Henry Martinez vs. Johnny Tapia

Movie: "Tightrope"

THURSDAY EVENING
6:00
6:30
7:00

Charlie Rose

Movie

Menace M Society

| Movie' She

Instructional
Night Court

Gotta Have 1

New*

Round Trip to Heaven"

OCTOBER 13,1994
7:30
H Patrol

8:00
Martin

8:30

9:00

9:30

Living Single New York Undercover

10:00

10:30

11:00

News

11:30 1 12:00
Last Can

Health Show Man Alive

Nature of Things

North of 60

CBC Prime Time News

News

Fresh Fields Watching

CBS News

Wh Fortune

Due South

Eye to Eye

Chicago Hope

News

Late Show

EH

News

Tonight Show

Primetime Live

H Patrol

Cops

Jeooa-dy'

12:30

Top Cops
Open Wide

News

NBC News

Ent Tonight Cur Affair

Mad-You

fefi)

Rush L

ABC News

Fresh Pnnce Extra

My So-Caiiea ufe

fcU

To Read

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Carreras. Domingo, Pavarotti With Mehta. The Three Tenors in Concert

III Fly Away

Wild Am

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Vic at Sea

Old House

Old House

Mystery!

Wait lor God May-Dec.

Served

Simpsons

Married

Coach

Martin

Living Single New York Undercover

Star Trek: Next Gener.

in the Heal ot the Night

Roseanne

Golden Girls Married...

Price

Martin

Living Single New York Undercover

News

Coach

Star Trek: Next Gener

M'A'S'H

Sportscenter

Kickolt

Dog Show

Windsurfing

Sportscenter

Up Close

fcl!)
fctf

m

ESPN Match
TMC

Roseanne

Movie: "Always'' Contd

Movie

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

XV

V

Myles Pizza
Dining Room
Delivery
and Pickup

Disaster In Time''

Friends

Seinfeld

Madman

McKenna

Great American Events
Movie:

|Sports Xtra

Billiards

The Krays

Movie

Catch All The
Homecoming Action
in Today's

Nightlme

Icharlie Rose

Instructional
Night Court

Knights'

New*

Hard to Die

VIDEO SPECTRUM
BG's Largest and Most Unique
Video Superstore!

Homecoming Tab

over 17,000 Videos
and sames to choose from
ir-

,

11

|

3 GAMES FOR $6 FOR 3 DAYS

11 AND GET YOUR FORTH GAME RENTAL .

516 & 300 E. Wooster
352-1504
354-4660

hgI;;;;:;;;:::;;:::::;;
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[352-4171

FREE
112 E. Washington

Weekend Reality

